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Abstract 
The crystalline rocks occurring around LUtzow-Holmbukta consist of three Iithostrati-
graphic groups: Skallen Group characterized by charnockites with siliceous gneiss and 
marble, Ongul Group characterized by charnockites with garnet輔biotitegneiss, and 
Okuiwa Group characterized by pink granites with biotite gneiss. The stratigraphy, 
tectonics, and petrography are given in some detail, reviewing so far presented data and 
adding new data. Four stages of superposed tectonic events are distinguished: the first 
stage (D1), recumbent folds followed by isoclinal folds, the axes of which running north 
to east, paralleling the coastal line of the LUtzow・Holmbukta;the second stage (D2), 
close to op en folds with easterly trend; the third stage (D3), gentle folds with northerly 
and easterly trend, often associated with faultings; and the fourth stage (D4), fractures 
with acute bisectrix being in east direction. Among these tectonics, the D1 tectonics is 
not found in the Okuiwa Group and hence this group is considered youngest. The 
trend of the tectonics, especially of the D1 and D4 stages, enabled the estimation of the 
situation of the LUtzow-Holmbukta at the southern terminus of Indian Peninsula in 
the Gondwanaland reconstruction. 
The microstructural investigations of the charr1ockitic rocks revealed four micro-
structural episodes: the first episode, fine-grained granular, characterized by monoclinic 
pyroxene, guartz, and biotite probably with garnet; the second episode, small-grained 
polygonal, characterized by plagioclase and two pyro玄enes;the th凶 episode,coarse-
grained coalescent, characterized by plagioclase, rhombic pyroxene, and hornblende; the 
fourth episode, inequigranular lobate, characterized by anatectic granitic aggregate and 
porphyroblastic quartz, K-feldspar and alteration biotite. Macroscopic to microscopic 
tectonic characteristics of the charnockitic rocks indicated that the first microstructural 
episode referred to the D1 folds and the second and the third episodes between D1 and 
D2 folds, and the last episode to D2 and D3 folds. Mineral associations along with 
analysis of some minerals using electron microprobe analyser revealed that there might 
have been different physical conditions among these four episodes of microstructures. 
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I·~ Introduction1 
Charnockitic rocks are characteristic and dominant rocks in the Precambrian shield 
of the earth-. The tectonogenetic significance of these rocks may be referred to the granitic 
rocks in the mobile belt of the Phanerozoic eons (e.g., MAHADEVAN, 1964, p. 88). 
Since the first representation of charnockite from India (HOLLAND, 1900), extensive 
descriptions or discussions were given from various localities of the world, in the early 
20th century (WASHINGTON, 1916, TILLEY, 1936, s,uBRAMANIAN, 1959, ESKOLA, 1957, 
GROVES, 1935, How1E, 1955, etc.). Whether the charnockitic rocks are igneous or meta-
morphic, and what was, the peculiar p,l 
ite, were main problems of the earlier investigations, attaining to the conclusions as there 
are charnockite and ,charnockite (PARRAS, 19518, p1. 26) whic,h m増加have been initiated from 
dry magma (HOWIE, 1955) or formed by granulite facies metamorphism (GROVES, 1935). 
Since the late 20th century, the cause of the geolog』cconditions in reference with the crus-
tal structure and orogenesis has been a main theme of the charnockite and detailed petro・
logic studies from the view point of tectonics has come to be necessary. 
East Antarctic shield contains the best exposures of charnockitic rocks in the world 
because of glacially scoured surfaces and no muddy covers or vegitations. The charnock-
itic rocks of this shield were mainly investigated by Russian geologists (e.g., RAVICI王and
KAMENEV, 1972). RAVICH (1972) classified Antarctic charnockite into metasomatic, 
rheomorp,hic, and intrusive charnockites, al of them were formed 1n two or more epi-
sodes of metamorphism from Aerchaean. tolatest Proterozoic. 
Basement rocks occurring around Ltltzow・Holmbuktahave been well studied from the 
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geologic view point (e.g., TATSUMI and others, 1964, K1zAK1, 1964, YANAI and others, 
1974a, b, 197Sa, b, YOSHIDA, l 97Sa, YoSHIDA and others, 1976, ISHIKAWA and others, 1976), 
but al petrolo,gic wo,rks so far given (e.g., BANNo and others, 1964a,b, SuwA, 1968, SuwA 
and T ATSUMI, 1969) are completely devoid of descriptions or discussions of microst-
ructure. As was well announced by H.H. READ (1957, p. 266），“it is only the study of 
relic minerals and textures that can make the rock live，＇’ similar opinions having some曹
をimesbeen stressed by excellent petrologists in the world (RAsT, 1965, SPRY, 1969, HuNA-
HASHI, 1976）・ Thepresent writer also believes that microstructural analysis is primarily 
necessory for unravelling the metamorphic history and that any mineral facies-or parti-
tioning-discussions are often almost nonsense so far as it lacks microstructural analysis, 
since the mod,e of mineral genesis can not be settled without this analysis. 
The present study gives somewhat detailed tectonic and microstructural data and 
discussions along with general petrographic charateristics of the charnockitic rocks 
around LUtzow-Holmbukta; these rocks are classified mostly into the metasomatic char-
nockite of RAv1cH (op cit). Combination of microstructural observations and field tec-
tonics was a key to the opening of the metamorphic drama of charnockites in Liitzow-
Holmbukta, which have never been glanced. The general stratigraphy, and tectonic 
and metamorphic history of the region around Ltttzow-Holmbukta also have come to be 
clarified by the present study, which had long been a vague image in the past. An attempt 
to fit the region around Ltttzow-Holmbukta to the Gondwanaland reconstruction has 
also been made. 
I:I. Geologic setting 
2.1. General geology 
The region around Liltzow圃Holmbukta(bay) occupies an area with a diameter of 
about 170 km, located around 39°E longitude and 69°8 latitude. An active Shirase Hyoga 
(glacier) is flowing down northward at the southern-most inlet of the Ltttzow”Holmbukta. 
The coast lying east of the Shirase H yoga is the Soya Kaigan (coast) and that lying west is 
Pirnce Harald Coast. Many but limited, bared rocky areas are scattered along these 
coasts; they are shown in Fig. 2.1, along with the subdivision of these coastal areas, the 
subdivision will be used throughout the present article. 
The general scheme of geology of the region around Ltttzow-Holmbukta has been given 
by Japanese geologists: the northern Soya Coast (Omega Misaki-Tensoku lwa), by Yo圃
SHIDA and A.Nno (1971); the central Soya Coast (Ongul Islands-Kjuka), by TATSUMI and 
KIKUCHI(l 959), TATSUMI and others(l 964), y ANAI and others(l 974 aム1975a,b),ISHIKAWA 
(1976), ISHIKAWA and others (1976, 1977), YosHIDA and others (1976, 1977); the southern 
Soya Coast (Skallen--Ok吋 IyogaIwa), by YosHIDA and ANno (1971); around Botnneset 
(Padda-west coast of Fletta), by YOSHIDA (1975); and throughout al the region, by TAT咽
SUMI and KIZAKI (1969), YOSHIDA and ANDO( 1971), and YOSHIDA and others (1977）・
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Figure 2.1. Location of LUtzow-Holmbukta and its subregional division 
NSC: Northern Soya Coast, CSC: Central Soya Coast, SSC: Southern Soya Coast, 
Botnneset: Regjon around BotnneS'et, solid: ice-free areas. The location of LUtzow圃
Holmbukta in the Gondwana super continent is based on the reconstruction by Smith 
and Hallam (1970) (inset Figure, upper left). 
Somewhat detailed geology of these areas are presented in Figs. 2.2←2.5. Throughout 
these investigations, the general geology around Lutzow .Holmbukta has come to be cleaJt; 
various intermediate to high grade gneisses are located throughout the region associated 
with lesser amounts of quartzite, marbles, metabasites, and acid plutonic rocks. These 
rocks represent alternation bandings of some meters to hundreds of meters thick and are 
complexly folded. General petrograp.hy, stratigraphy, and tectonics are newly summarized 
as follows. 
2.2. General petrography 
り1Classification of rocks ar0und L11tzow .Holmbukta 
Plutonic rocks and metamorphic rocks occurring around L11tzow・Holmbuktamay 
be petrogenetically classified into the following three rocks: paragneisses and allied rocks, 
charnockitic rocks, and pink granites. 
Parαrgneises and allied γocks 
These rocks consist mainly of paragneisses, such as biotite gneiss, garnet gneiss, 
garnet四biotitegneiss, sillimanite-garnet gneiss, hornblende gneiss, etc, and1 metabasite, 
with subordinate quartzite and marble, these rocks represent alternation structure of 
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Figure 2.2. Geologic sketch of the northern region of the Soya Coast (cited from YosHIDA 
and A.Nno, 1971) 
1: Siliceous microdioritic biotite gneiss. 2: Siliceous biotite gneiss. 3. and 4: Metaba-
sites. 5 : Biotite gneiss. 6 : Granitized biotite gneiss. 7: Charnockitic rocks. 8: Pink 
gneissose granite. 9: S-plane. 10: Veins of leucocratic rocks. 11 : Lineations. 
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decimeters to tens of meters thick, except for some marble layers of over hundreds of 
meters thick. These rocks are widely distributed throughout the region from the 
northern Soya Coast to the region around Botnneset. 
The paragneisses and allied rocks are metamorphosed derivatives of clastic rocks, with 
minor amounts of basic volcanic rocks as mentioned later. The metamorphism is of 
granulite facies and of amphibolite facies. Some of the paragneisses, such as hornblende 
gneiss, biotite gneiss, and hornblende-biotite gneiss, are termed as grarutic gneisses in 
the present article. These rocks are often intimately associated with the late stage pink 
granites and are considered to be metamorphosed products under the amphibolite facies 
conditions from the granulite facies rocks. 
The paragneisses and allied rocks include most of the gneisses except the pyroxene 
gneiss, by TATSUMI and others (1964), gn問伐 byYOSHIDA and ANDO (1971 ),and quartz-
ite and marble, by many authors. 
Charnockitic rocks 
The charnockitic rocks range from noritic to granitic in composition. The common 
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Figure 2.3. Geologic sketch of the cem.tral region of the S'oy~ C0ast 
1 : Pink granites. 2: Garnet-biotite gneiss and p0i-phyroblastic gneiss. 3: Garnet 
gneiss. 4: Marble 5: Undwlation lineation. 0: Crenulation }ineation. 7: Mineral 
ineations. 8: S-plane. 9: Axial trace of D1 folds. 10: Axial trace of D2 folds. 
11 : Axi0kl trace ,of D3, folcfs. 12 :, Thrust fatalt. Blank area in the outcrops is the 
charnockitic i:ocks. Thc geologie s~etch is compiled from geologic maps so far 
published by the Japanese geologists (references are cited in p. 67). 
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Figure 2.4. Geologic sketch of the southern region of the Soya Coast (cited from YosHIDA 
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Fi,gure 2. 5. Geologic ,sketch 1of the vicinity of 13otm.1m.eset (cited from Y C>SHIDA and AN・:o, 
1971) 
1! : Siliceous gneiss. 2: Alternation. 0f basic a®.~ acid gneisses distinguished in aerial-
p'hotographs. J: Metabasites. 4: G~anitie si]ieo¥1,s gneiss. 5: Ch.araockitic r0cks. 
6,: Charm.ockitie r().cks distinguished in aerialph:0to.graphs. 7 ・: Bi0ti竜egneiss0se gra11ite 
and hornblende gneissose g,raB1ite. 8 : Fin.1k ・g.neiss0se graR：悦. 9 : Strrke of racks dis・
tingm.ished i1n aeria】photographs'.10: S＇・p~aine. 1 : 'S-pl~e distinguished i:m aerial-
photographs. 12: Lineati~ns, up.per leftおHnau1a"tion<:>r crren:u~atiea lineations and 
lower right is mineral l~Reation. 
characteristic ・of thes'e rocks i;s, darkish 01r brownish color in a ~and specimen. The rocks 
are genera~ly f o~iated 101r thin[y .b,anded. Orthopyro~ene is, fi≫re・s'ent in most of the charno・
ckitic rooks .and poita.sh feldsp,ar' isalso p1resent in many s,pecimens. Oonsi1derab~e parts of 
the cbi:arR@ck批icrocks .~re. m0nott0mo11s in both ,strMcture and Jit'hology through ,consider-
able area of ,outcrops, and thus somewhat Fe.present characteriist~cs cf p1utom.ic roeks. Fur-
ther detai~s of the charnockite petrog,rap1hァ wil~ be given in later chapters. 
Tme charn.0ckitie racks are widely 1distrib1~tedl thriou,g,hout tile 1egion around Lutzow岨
Holmb1ukta except in the no.rthern 'Soya Coast, iot'imatefy as・sociated with the paragneisses 
and al~ied. rocks, s,howing conco吋anttecto~~c relati'ooships with the isoclinal fo~ds. The 
charnoekitic rocks may be product's 'Of eharn1@ckitizatio.n~ from so,me k~mds of rocks 
sueh as, the orig~nal r@cks of th@ p,ar3!gneisses and ali1ed rocks, und1er the ,gran.11lite facies 
metamo叩・hicco1ndit拘置lS(YO.SHID:A,, 1977). 
The charnockitie rocks, inc.】rl ie pyroocene gneiss described by 'I唱A1‘Sl〕JMIand others 
(1964), TA＇τ‘S'U 
diorite by y OSHIDA and ANDOο971), YOSHIDA (197J5a), and Charnockite by YOSHIDA 
and others (i~｝76), Yos・HIDA (19'77). 
Pink gγa悦：tes
The piok ・granitBes' a)}e grallitic rocks ·charac~erized ,by cotrsiderabie amounts of pink 
col0red mircrocFime,. The ~ocks ace ,eiぬ，erfe[iated Q,f massiv:e, smal~トgrain:ed 0r pegma-
titic, mesocratic or very leucocratic, and ll.omogeneou.s or migmatitic. The common 
． 
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mafic mineral is biotite, but hornblende and/or garnet are often associated. 
The pink granites are distributed widely in the northern Soya Coast and sporadi-
cally in al other areas around LUtzow回Hombukta. In the northern Soya Coast, an in 
situe granitization by or formation of the pink granites along the axial surface of tight 
minor folds are well observed. Whereas in other areas, discordant migmatitic or intrusive 
occurrence cutting tight minor folds are common. 
The pink granites may be either intrusives or granitization products under the 
amphibolite facies metamorphic conditions, distinctly after the charnockite formation 
(KIZAKI, 1964, YOSHIDA, 1975a, 1977)・. 
The pink granites include the granite described by T ATSUMI and others ( 1964) and 
TATSUMI and KIZAKI (19,69), pink gneissose granite by YOSHIDA and ANDO (1971) and 
YOSHIDA (1975a), pi出 graniteby YosHIDA (1977), and microcline granite by Y ANAi and 
others (1974 a,b ).
i) Chemical and mineral compositions of rocks 
Ch.emical and mineral compositions of some of the rocks of the present region are pre-
sented in . Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. The chemical data are plotted in ACF and AKF 
triangle diagrams (Fig. 2.6), which will contribute for the estimation of original rocks. 
The plots of the paragneisses appear to spread in the area of the ordinary clastic rocks, 
especially of clays, shales, and rnarly shales, and metabasites to igneous rocks. Charno-
ckitic rocks may be either clastic or igneous, but the tecto.nics of these rocks (described in 
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Paragneisses 
9 ユ0 l工 12 ユ3 14 ユ5 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Si02 76.1工76.0974.03 73.03 72.96 72.68 71・9768.97 68.83 68.68 64.32 63・7460 .03ラ4・52
rio2 o・30 0 .ll '0. 2工 0.34 0.23 10.18 0.43 0・38 o.86 0.60 0.83 0.87 i.22 1.2工
Al 0 13.01ユ3.0工14.7813.86 13.95 15.54 14.03ユラ.78ユ3.18ユ4.74ユ5.5622.29ユ9.10ユ7.72 2 3 
Fe o 0.67 0.33 0.25 o.81 0.48 0.49 1.29 0.21 2.26 0.75 ユ.15 2.46 1.10 2.54 
2 3 
FeO 0.87 0.25 l.46 1.6工ユ.47 0.73 1.60 2.68 4.52 3.46 6.57 3.60 6.79 9.24 
l¥:no tr 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.11 0.15 0.13 0.18 
Jl1g0 0.55 0.27 0.32 0.44 0.83 0.14 0.53 l.00 0.49 1.27 5.22 1.65 ユ.92 4.0工
Cao 3.12 0.44 1.12. ユ.38 0.95 0.6] 1.73 ユ.76 3.6工 2.3工 2.24 0.55 3.02 2.52 
Na2o 3・27 ユ.67 2.48 2.53 ユ.70 2.68 2.75 3・33 1.46 3.28 1.82 0.9'2 4.16 2.78 
K20 ユ.36 6.56 4.86 5.08 6.03 5.42 15.28 4.33 3.89 4.52 1.64 3.77 ユ.02 2.ラ6
P205 0.02 0.02 0.11 0.2工 0.05 0.11 0.26 0.13 0.12 0.07 0.18 0.06 0.05 0.11 
H2o十 0.26 0.49 0・36 0.38 0.66 0.72 0.40 0.76 0.75 0.43 0.4ラ 0.32 0.75 l.98 
F.20- 0.ユ2 0.24 o.ユ0 o.ユ0 0.28 0.2工 0.02 0.24 0.12 0.10 0.1工 0.02 0.22 0.42 
Cr 0 －ーーーーーーーーー 0.045 －ー2 3 
Tota工99.9699.49工00.1工99.8699.61 99.63100.34 99.69工00.21100.27ヱ00.20100.0099.5工99.79
Q 44.3 39.8 37.5 34.7 36.工 34.8 31.8 26.2 3ヲ.o 23.4 30.9 38.7 ユ8.2 ユ工.6
Cr 7.8 39.0 28.9 30.l 35.6 32.2 3工.2 25.6 22.8 26.7 9.5 22.2 6.工 15.0
－~b 27 .8 ユ4.2 2工.o 21.5 ユ4.2 22.5 23.工 28.3 12.6 27.8 1ラ.2 7.9 35.工 23.6
An ユラ.6 2.2 4.7 6.工 4.7 2.2 6.7 7.8 ユ7.0 ユ1.4 ユ0.3 2.8 15.0 11.7 
c o.ラ 2.3 3.7 ユ.9 3.0 4.4 1.4 2.8 0.3 0.3 7.1 15.7 5.6 6.1 
'Zn ユ.4 0.1 o.8 i.工 2.1 0.4 1.3 2.ラエ.2 3.,2 13.l. 4.ヱ 4.8 ユo.o
Fs 0.5 - 2.0 ユ.B 1.8 o.s ユ.3 4.4 5.3 4.7ユo.o 3.4 9.8 ユ3.2
M七 0.9 0.5 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.7 1.9 0.2 3.2 1.2 ユ.6 3.5 ユ.6 3. 7 
工工 0.6 0.2 o.ヲ o.6 0.5 0.3 o.a o.B ユ.7 ユ.2 ユ.5 1.7 2.3 2.3 
Ap 回目 0.3 0.3 - 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.3 - 0.3 －ー 0.3
・－．
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Metabasites 
34 35 36 37岬 38 39 40 4工 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
Si02 54・5954.48 53・4,253.20 52.4il 51.53 50.67 50.44 48.66 48.34 47.96 47・3946.54 46.31 45・9945.97 45.32 
Ti02 ユ.39 - 1.23 0.22 0.2ラ 0.08 1.13 0.52 0.17 1.92 0.87・工.84 0.87 1.52 3・58 0.94 3・59
Al203 15.54 27・9820.58 2.70 0.76 4.48 13.86 18.00 23.57 20.9工13.5218.16 7・9工ユ8.7812.97 12.22 1ラ.28
Fe2o3 2.06 0.54 2.83 1.03 工.12 1.29 6.27 0.11 1・37 0.63 7.67 3・49 2.99 5.80 6.0工 1.79 4.68 
FeO 9.26 0.39 4.58 8.74 22.14ユ8.80 7.72 9.64 4.44 10.34 6.87 7.47 11.23 6.77 1工.05 8.00 10,2エ
MnO 0.16 - 0.11. 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.15 0.06 0.21 0.40 0.13 0.18 0.17 0.2工 0.18 0.4]. 
?1gO 6.59 0.47 2.58 24.16 22.10 22.35 5.93 8.20 4.49 4.7111.99 5.12 17.34 ・6.88 5.15 1ラ.97 6.27 
cao 4.82 9.66 5.84 6.78 0.18 1.27 10.13 8.oo 9.ラ6 4.96 8.26 8.67 8.5工 7・99 9.29 9.22 8.58 
Na2o 2.36 5.03 5・l2 0.33 0.53 0.34 2.47 2.68 3.88 3.47 J.52 3.77 1.75 3.26 2.53 1.69 2.97 
K20 1.21 0.37 1.97 0.34 0.13 0.08 0.98 0.4ラ l.53 2.97 0.65 1.82 1.05 1.40 工.36 1.9エ 1.1工
P20ぢ・ 0.13 0.02 0.2工 0.12 0・07 0.05 .o.o工 0.14 0.14 0.01 0.15くo.o工 0.01 .0.04 0.02 0.26 o.84 
H20' 1.17 0.51 1.07 2.03 - - 0.8工 0.88 2.18 0.97 0.40 1.45 1.85 0.77 エ.65 1.63 1.22 
H2o- 0・36 0.13 0.12 0.10 o.工9 0.06 0.05 0.21 0.2工 0.16 o.o工 0.18 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.22 0.08 
Cr2o3 町田ーーー由自由曲目白ー回目白 0.098 国
虫0七a工 99.6499.58, 99.66100.03100.12100.55100.25 99.42100.26 99.66エ00.2799.49100.26 99.75 99.88100.00100.56 
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Metabasites 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
Si02 44・9944・4944・2044.20 42.57 40.47 40.15 40・1433.8ラ
Ti.Of') 1.19 0.24 0.59 0.42 工.60 1.29 0.78 0.56 4.76 
Al 6 12.26 13.69 26.26 1ラ.38工6.9511.50 16.85 20.79 20.11. 2 3 
Fe 0 1.94 ユ.19 0.77 4.53 2.37 5.87 1.3ラ 0.46 3.22 
2 3 
FeO 5.6ラ11.36 6.58 15.48 11.67 lラ.2617.06 19.42 13.08 
XnO 0.16 0.14 0.09 0.48 0.23 0.24 0.3工 0.49 0.3工
MgO 11.82 14.17 6.02 8.65 8.71 16.64 9.65 10.82 5.24 
cao 17.31 9.38 11 . 19 6.96 9.88 5.86 9.34 6.oo 13.44 
Na内0 J..42 1.87 2.47 1.93 工.7ラ 1.29 l.48 0.56 1.20 
K"IO' 0.99 :t.25, 0.63 0‘30 1.59 0.30 o.87 0.24 1.7ラ
P~O~ 0 . 03 O.ユ工 0.17 0.09 o.工8 0.16 0.14 0.1工 0.2工
E，。手 1.54 1.85 0.89 1.27 1.84 1.27 1.85 0.34 2.4l. 
H'~O- 0.42 0.16 0.08 0.20 0.20 0.17 0.12 0.1工 0.2エ
E己七al99.72 99・9099.94 99.89 99・54100.3299.95100.04 99.79 
Hornblende gneiss 
60 6エ
S'l02 6ラ.3264.32 
Tl02 0. 73 0.62 
Al ・o 14.46 16.89 
2 3 
Fe O 2.16 1.47 2 3 
FeO 3.J.6 J..40 
?t!nO 0.06 0.04 
MgO 1.62 1.63 
CaO 3.3工 2.92
Na2o 3.24 3.97 
KnO 4.20 5.69 
P・20ラ 0.07 0.18 
H,.Oヤ i.19 0.71. 
H;o国 0.12 0.08 
T"o七a工99.6499.92 
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Y690 120009~ Skallen 
JARE5712!1.701 Ongul 
680324.02 West 0ngul 
68.0323!0 West Ongut 
Rock ty.pe dfaSCt'i防止bythe ref,erenced outhor ( s) Reference 
Ga.rnet•bearing char,nock:l!te ¥oshida and others '(J;976~ 
Granitic gneissて~etaao国tic charnock:f!t~ de~j,ved from pel抗 i,c Bat!no and •O主he~a (1964~） 
gneiss a.fter Banno and: others~ 
αl&rnockite Y.ana1i andi o・thers (1974b) 
End'erbi・te Yanai and othei:s (1974b) 
JAAE.57110801.* Skartr~nes Syenite-( l_nte雪media•t;e ~ha~·nock色te after Banno、andothers) 
'¥70020603 Skal;levikhaa'.aen Charnockite 
6803010~ West Ofigu•l Syenite 
~690il.2821 Botnn~e~ Ende:t1bite 
68022002 West OD.gul. .Biot土•te gneiss 
A69012802 Botnneset ~咽rtz-fel!dapathic ~d.otitei 1gnefss 
JARE57110S05 Skarvsn~s Ga~net gneiss 
ヨ70020505 Skallevikha~~en Q曲目z-fEliqs開 tbic'b:l!ot;it;e-gar,net ,gneiss 
A690l2803 Botnneseヒ Quattz. f eldsp~thi,c ga~net gneぉs
JARE57 ll0 50 2 Ska,t V'snes Gai:net gneiss 
Y700,20,520 Skall!evd!khal!sen Garnet-biotite brown gneiss 
Jt.RE57'l027115 Skallen Gax:.net-free p~l主主主c gne主ssin qua芯tz生te
6802151斗 ・Wes・t0ngul Gai::net gneiss 
68032313 West c'ngu1 Garnet-b:l!9t:t、tegneiss 
.iT~E.5沌10506 Ska・rvsnes Garnet-b:iiot:l:te band'ed gneiss 
Y690206il.'8C 
Y690晶293iIA.
68051!908 
Skallen 
Botnneset: 
Langhovde 
Galrhet si工l,:iman孟tegneiss 
~1;1a~tz~f eldspa・th企ega省，net,gn、ei•ss
Garnet b主otitegneiss 
Y70020508 ’ Sl<al!l~v·ikha·lsen• Garnet gneissose ・g>t:an企・te
JARE57叫 0604 Skarvsnes Granfte 
Y7.00120617 
A69012806 
批 all!evikhaisen Ga'Dnet gneis田segranite 
Bothne~e包 Pink gne:i!ssose bj!ot:f!te granite ． 
JARE57101624 Skallen 
680:Z020t La~ghovde 
680122014 We$t Ongui. 
J:ARE.57-,1208013 Wes・t伽 .gu工
Y69012934 llotnneset 
Y29012824 Bo,tnnese色、
J，腿露5709010正
Y6901293lB 
68032'30il. 
Y69012803 
6803Q7i04 
68032304 
6803包1,01
Y700206l!9. 
古
68032302 
680ll.210[ 
680901706 
'Yi69020@0'7 
68032403 
68051904* 
68040104 
Padda 
.Bocnn~set:. 
Eas・t Gngul; 
Botnne$et: 
E邸包 10ngu1
E出 ，t{>ngu~ 
Eas,t; Qngu~ 
Ska11evi蛸ta'1llsen
East '0ngu1 
Eas1t 10ngul 
Ongu!kalven 
Ska1lllen 
West Ong喧l
Langhovd'e 
iW est Ongu!l 
．， 
:PliLl)'lt gran:I, t~ 
B主ot~te g~~n:;l.te 
Mfc,rocl公iegrand!t..e 
Granf,te 
Glian主乞量rep~gma tite 
Ho刀1,r(bl!encJ'e-p[i:o.tite'Jllic11ocl~ne .g.i;an:l!te・ 
Grantte 
Metabasilte al!fernatd.ng w孟thqqartz-fe-U:dspa•tlh孟e gn~~~s 
Metabasi・te .(anc1'.thos~·t!e) 事n .garnet :gne重SS
Met~basite in Hor.nblel)de .gneiss 
Py・r:Qxeni te ~n m~色~bas~t亀 compl!ex :fli g~rnet gne孟SS
Py・r6xend!te in metabasite CQ!llp'.le~ in .gatnet ,gneiss 
a・r t:hopy,~ox~ruし~e ll,~ meta'jjas.ite compilex in garnet gneiss 
Metabas主主ein paragne卓SS
Pyi:-oxene1組 1ph:f!hoJ;:itle孟nIQ.etaba叫t~ compil!ex :fin gair.ne色 gneiss
A凪ph主bo!t:ttein metab~sit~ compllex :Ln ga芯netgne量SS
Metabasite :fn gatne’t . b;tot主主egneiLss 
Me色abas・ite・i,n paragneiflss 
Metabas• te :i:n eha~.nockite 
Metabasd.te, !f/n1 ga~n,et g:1an,i>惇cgneiss 
Metabasife in chalinock会te
Y700i205X8 Skal,l,.ev会＇khalsen1Metaba"S,f,te :i:n cha:rnocld.te 
JMB.5711!220~ lianghovd'e Basd:c g芯anuil!fte
Y69020i303 Skal!len Dis己ordantmetabas:M:e・ in pa乞agt:i~:f!ss
680327,0(3 
68G91201-2 
68040iIO~ 
6803230•3 
JA.RES',7112602 
East Onguili 
Z邸 tOilgu'l 
Wesit品。ngul
East 0ng~i 
1..anghovde 
JARE57110904 Skarv!'li:ies 
68012'1509 Wes色白ig11l
680911.ZOl-l 
68022405-J. 
680Q2'60,7 
68021508 
East •Oqgul 
West 白igu•l
¥tf!liむGngu1
West Ongu!t 
勾組E57位1080~と • JARE57ll10802 
680'32302由 68032702
'68051904・680:1:3Ji13'
lPy，~o諸~nd!te 急n me tab as！色e• complle~ in garnet gne企s・s
担orcnb,lendite:tn• J!letab~si:te compltex :f:n ga1"net gneiss 
hnphibσ・ill:lite mass iLn chall'nock:l!te 
Hor,nblende echog孟oe1!n 111etabasdite complex in garnet gneiss 
:Basile' granu呈ite
Basic granul量te
Hornblende echog.;J:te 
Hor,nl>lende echogite in1metabasite ，~omp呈ex ii gar.、：netgneiss 
Garnet-amphibol:ite 
HornbJlend:e gneiss 
HornlH!ende gneiss 
． 
Banno and others (1964a) 
Yosh主daand othe~s （止976~
'¥annai and1 0出er~ (l974J>・) 
Yoshida (l975~ 
Yana・i and others• (1974b) 
Yoshida (197 5.) 
Banno and others (1964b~ 
'¥oshtda and Qthei;s (l,976.) 
Yoshida (l.975) 
Bann。land1 o島hers(1964b1 〉
Yoshi」daand 。む1hers(1976) 
Bann。andothers (1964b) 
Yanai a忌dothers (1974＆~ 
Yanai and 。芭hers(19 
Banno and1 others (1964a ） 
Y。shiidaand others (1:976) 
Yoshd:d包t 。975~
afiaj:γ吟 K.Yanai
Yoshida and others (1976~ 
Banno and others 《1964b)
Yoshd.d'ai and' othe冨s (19176~ 
Yoshida! (19'75) 
Bafino and others (1964b) 
Ishd!kawa and others (1!976) 
ana'lyst, K、Yana・i
iBanno and' othe:ts 臼9641))
Yoshilda (1975) 
¥osh主da(l.9715) 
~nno and others (1964b) 
'¥'.oshd!da (l975) 
羽田.lj:and others {ll97特9
Yosh・t.da （ヱ975)
羽田iand pむheJ:'S"( 19同'a)
'?!anai and o~lre古s (l.9741.~ 
Yanad and others ~1!9174a) 
ana王:yst.S. ・Kan主邑a拘a， 
ana.J.yst, K. ianai. 
Yanai and' others (197~a) 
Yanai, and others (197.S) 
Yoshd!Q.'a and other.a r(tl.976) 
analy~t s .• Kanisawa 
!Eshikawa andl others (1976) 
analyst, $,. Kan:i!sawa 
analyst,S. *<lnisawa 
BQ.nno and others (1964b) 
Yosh:f!da and others (19761) 
Y回叫 andothers (1974a~ 
~anai and' O色hers(1974a) 
Yana1i and' others (l9'74b) 
Yanai and others (1974a) 
:Ban1~p· and ethers ，~1964bう
1Ba電D?and others (ll.964a) 
Yan~± and others ~止974bi)
Yanai and• others (l!974a) 
Yana1:I and others (<1974b1) 
Yana:ft• and' others (197.J+b) 
ana~yst, S. Kanisawa. 
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Table 2.2. Average chemical compositions and CIPW norms of rocks from 
LUtzow・Holmbukta
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』 ?
?
? ?
??
??
?
?
?? ? ?
? ??
?
?
?
???
?
。?
??
????
11.3 5.2 17.2 
2工．工 13.9 27 .8 
30.9 34.6 27.3 
18.1 23.9 12.5 
?
??
?
?
． ． ． ． ???』
?
?、
?
．
?
『
?
?
?
』
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?
?
． ?《? ? ? ??』
? ?
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?
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????? ???
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?
?
?
? 』
?
? ? ?
?
? ?
． ． ．
?
??
?
』??
?
?
?
?
． ． ． ．??
??
『? ?
』?
?
』
ー - 15.9 
6.工 29.ラ
19.9 30.4 
24.8 12.0 
6.1 
18.9 
28.9 
8.3 8.9 
19.4 26.0 
24.8 26.7 
6.1 
14.3 
38.4 
ー ー ー ー ー ー 0.4 l.l 
ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー
ー 4.1 3.5 ユ.7 2.2 2.3 1.2 ー ー
ー ー ー ー ー ’聞．
4.4 4.9 
9.4 19.6 
5.7 9.8 
11.工 2.7
7.5 1.4 
3.9 5.8 
2.3 2.4 
6.7 
4.工
2.2 
7.2 
4.2 
7.4 
4.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
14.8 
15.5 
3.9 
3.3 
6.0 
15.5 
1.1 
8.2 
4.ラ
3.9 
ユ.8
1.2 
4.工
1.7 
0.9 
4.6 
6.3 
工.6
7.2 
7.4 
1.2 
1.7 
5.5 
ー ー
3.3 
4.工
3.8 
5.0 
4.0 
1.7 
1.4 
1.工
1.6 
1.3 
0.9 
ー
ー ー ー ー ー ー ー
2.3 
2.3 
2.工
2.3 
2.5 
2.1 
1.6 
1.1 
1.6 
1.2 
0.7 
0.5 
1.6 
0.6 
1.4 
o.8 
1.9 
o.う
2.5 
1.4 
ー 0.2 -
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
ー ー
1.0 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.3 ー 0.7 0.3 0.3 
Av-1: Average of a1.1 8 charnocki.tes 
Av-2: Average of 4 garnet-free charnockites (Nos. 4.5.7.8) 
Av-3: Average of 4 garnet-bearing charnockites (Nos. 1.2.3°6) 
Av-4: Average of all 14 paragneisses 
Av-5: Average of 10 garnet-biotite paragneisses (Nos. 11,12,13,14, 15, 17,18, 19,21,22) 
Av-6: Average of 3 garnet-free b孟otitegneisses (Nos. 9,10,16) 
Av-7: Average of all 11 granites 
Av-8: Average of 9 garnet-free granites (Nos. 24,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33) 
Av-:-9: Average of 2 garnet gneissose granites (Nos. 23, 25) 
Av守10:Average of all 26 metabasites 
Av-11: Average of 5 metabasites layers alternating with para~neisses (Nos. 34，ゐ0,43,44,46)
Av-12: Average of 3 metabasites layers concordantly occur in charnockites (Nos.ゐ5,47,48)
Av-13: Average of 8 garnet metabasites (Nos. 43,50,52,53,56,57,58,59) 
Av四 l4:Average of 18 garnet-free metabasites (Nos. 34 -42, 44 -49, 51,54,55) 
Av-15: Average of all 2 hornblende gneisses 
detail in the later chapters) indicates the metasomatic origin of these rocks from some 
rocks, such as original rocks of the paragneisses and allied rocks. 
Na?O and K,O of both paragneisses and metabasites appear to be richer, and thus, 
m問 ofthe met;basites are scattered in the alkali rock field in the Na20+K20-SiOz 
diagram (Fig. 2.7A）・ Rocksother than the metabぬtesshow good conformity with the 
metamorphic acid rocks of the continental shields in the K20-Na20 diagram, presented 
by MEHNERT (1968, p. 165) (Fig. 2.7B）・
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Table 2.3. Mineral compositions of rocks from LUtzow圃Holmbukta
+ + ordinary amount + minor amount -absent 
Blank means uncertainty 
No. Qz Kf Pl Ga Bi Ho Cpx Opx Oq Ot. 
Mi 
No. Qz Kf Pl Ga Bi Ho Cpx Opx Oq Ot. 
Mi 
30 +r ＋ト＋＋ー＋＋ー
31 +r -H・＋＋－
32 ++ ++ ＋←ー
Charnookites 
l! ＋ト +r +f + ＋＋＋＋ー ＋＋＋トー
国 ＋ ー ー
＋←ー ー ー ー ． 
++ -t+ 由 ＋ ・－ ． 
2 ＋＋＋＋＋ト＋＋ ＋＋ーーー ー 3 3 +r -f.-f. -t+ ー＋＋町田ー＋ー
3 -t+ ++ ++ ++ ++ ＋＋四＋＋＋＋－
4 ＋＋＋＋＋＋ー＋←＋軒－ ++ +r 目
5 - ＋＋キ十ー ＋＋＋併＋モ＋＋＋＋－
6 ＋＋＋＋＋＋辛＋ー＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋－
71 ・r. ＋＋→＋ー +f ＋ト -t+ ++ ＋＋ー
8 ；＋＋＋；＋ー→＋＋＋＋ -f++i- 由
Metabasites 
?
『
??
『??
???
??
??
??
Parag1neiss 
＋＋ー ＋＋ー
＋＋－ 
-H- ー
＋＋ー＋＋＋←ー ー
＋ーーー ー ー ー ー
・1・ー ＋＋→＋ーー＋＋ー
ー四 ＋＋ー＋十＋＋ー 『ー四
ー ーキ＋ －＋＋ー ーー ー ー ー
? ??? ー ー＋ -f -H- －＋＋ー
＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋ー??
?????
?
??『?
?
???
??
++ ++ +r ー＋＋ー
＋ヂー ＋＋ー ＋＋－ 
4斗＋＋ ++ ff ＋＋ー
??
??
??
?
?
? 、
??
?
?
???
? ? 『 ，
?
??
?
?『 ?
? ?
?『 ，
? ?
?
?
?『 ，
?『
ー ・－ ーー
ー ー ＋＋ー
←＋・ーー ・回．
＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋ーー
＋＋＋←＋＋＋＋＋＋ーー
＋＋＋＋＋＋＋ト＋＋ーー
++ ＊ド＋＋＋＋＋＋.－ -
ー ーー
ー ＋＋目
・－ ＋＋ー
ー ーー
116 ++ ＊長＋＋回目 ＋＋ーーー 回
17 -H- +f ++ ＋＋ーー－ - ++ -
18 .++ +・ ++ ++ -H- ーーー－－
19 ＋＋ー＋＋＋＋＋←自由ー←←ー
20 -¥.+ ＋＋→＋＋＋＋ー－ - ++ Sil 
21 ++ + ＋＋守幸＋＋ーーー＋ー
22 →＋＋＋ト＋＋＋＋ー－・ 目I - -
ー ー＋＋ー
ー ー＋＋ー ＋十＋長田ーー
＋＋＋←＋＋ー ー
ー
ー 『＋＋ー
＋十 ++ ++ ＋＋ー ー ー＋ー
ーー ＋キー ＋＋＋＋＋＋帯四 ・－
＋＋ー ；＋ー＋＋＋＋ー”＋由
ーー＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋由
++ ー ＋＋ ＋＋ ・ー キト＋＋ ー
＋＋ー +++++ ＋＋＋争ー
＋＋ーー＋＋ー＋＋→→. -
ーー
回目
＋＋ー
＋＋ー
50 －ー＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋ー
51 －ー＋ー四＋＋＋＋＋←－
52 －ー＋＋ー＋＋＋＋＋＋＋＋国
53 －ー→＋ -f+++;+-
54 －ー＋←＋＋ー＋＋ー
ー
ー
ーー ー
＋＋ー ー
55 - 1 - ＋七一 回目 ++++++++-
56 －ー＋＋斗＋ー＋＋由＋＋＋帝－
57 －ー＋＋＋＋ー＋＋辛＋. ＋＋ー－
58 - ー ++ ；＋田・ ＋＋” ＋＋司 ー
Gran1tes 
23 ;+ + ++ ＋＋ーー－ - - _. 
24 キ＋＋＋＋＋ー＋＋ーー－ +. -
25 ++ ++ ;+ ＋＋斗＋ーーーー－
26 ++ ;+ ；＋ー＋＋ーー回目
27 ＋＋＋＋＋＋ー ＋＋ーl 四 回目 ・軒 ー
59 －ー＋＋＋＋ー＋＋ー＋キ＋＋ー
Hornblende gneiss 
28 キ＋＋＋＋＋ー＋＋ーーー ーー 60 ++ ++ ＋＋ー＋＋＋＋ー ー ＋＋ー
29 ;+ ++ -+ - ~十ーーーーー 61 ++ ++ ＋＋ー＋＋＋＋ーー＋ sph 
The numerical numbers of the specimens refer to those in Table 2.1. Abbreviations are 
as follows: 
Qz: quartz, Kf: K-feldspar, Pl: P'lagioclase, Ga: garnet, Bi: biotite, Ho: hornblende, 
Cpx: monoclinic pyroxene, Opx: rhombic pyroxene, Oq: opaque minerals, Ot. Mi: other 
minerals, Sil: Sillimanite, Sph: Sphene. 
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Figure 2.6. ACF and AKF plots of chemical compositions of rocks from Ltitzo¥v-Holmbukta 
Small solid circle: Charnockites. Solid triangle: Paragneisses. Star: Granites. Large 
solid circle: Metabasites. Cross: Hornblende gneiss. A-F: Distributional area of various 
rock types. A: Al・richclays and shales. B (between arrows): Clays, shales, and marls. 
C: Graywackes. D: Ultra basic rocks. E: Basaltic and andesitic rocks. F and the lined 
area: Field of clays. Open marks: Average compositions of igneous rocks. Open triangle: 
Calcalkali granites. Inversed open triangle: Alkali granites. Rhomboid: Granodiorite. 
Open tetragon: Basaltic rocks. Data on distributional areas and average co111positions of 
rocks are obtained from NocKOLDS (1954), and RoNOV and J{HLEBNIKOYA (1957), ¥vhich 
are plotted by the way following after the compilation by WINKLER (1974). 
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Figure 2. 7. Alkali piot of Jrocks from Ltitzow .H@lm~ukta 
A. Pl10ts of metaib.a1s抗es・in the N a20 + K20-.. Si.02 diagram. 
A curved 』imeindica a boundary between alkali roek series and tholeiite rock seri e s 
after E三UNO(195・9)'. ． 
B. K20-Na20 diagram 
Small solid circle: Charnoekites. So[id triangle: P'aragneisses. Star: Granites. Large 
s0tid circle: Metahasites. C'ros: Ho.rnbletnl!de gln}eis. A: Field of p・hyilites and mica .
schists of the world. B：日eldef g,raywackes 0f the worEd. C': M.etamorphic aciclic rocks 
from. the c@nt.ineiil.ta』shie』ds・.ID : 14Ietaim.orph化 b・asic:u@eks :fr0m the' contine~tal shields. 
Data on the distrゐutionalareas of various句rpesof roel~s are cited from compilation by 
MEHNlERT (19c2). 
The metamorphic grade of most・ o,f the pattagneisses aad the charnockites belong to 
the granulite facies, judging f~om t~e mioeraI compositioDs (Tabfe 2.3), as have been 
pointed out by al the fottmer invest』gators. ISut some of them, such as・ b1i0tite gneiss, 
belong to the amphibolite facies as mentioned :previously. GREEN and :RINGWOOD' (1967) 
presemted the three S'ubfacies division. ・of the graJ!ulite facies, as high-pressure, intermediate 
pressure, a8d l0w-p1ressure granill1ites. The garnet-c[inopyroxeme・ asssemlblage is ・oftem. 
detected in the eharm.ocki~ic rocks ,and metabas)tes. The metabasites with th.is assem-
blage are undersaturated in silica compared with the other metabasites lacking this as圃
semb~age (Taote 2.2'), bu色thecharn，。ockiti
conti-adictim1g the iAdi:cations by GREEN and RI~NGW~OD (op.cit)1 a I3'ANNO and othe1 l"s 
(19・64b). The low Mg/Fe2＋十Mgratio of th.ese rocks, (Table 2.2）~ ma・y have been a cont圃
roling factor for the appearance 0£garnet in these rocks as is considered to be the case of 
the rocks from Bco1ken H~ll 1),y GREEN and RINGWOOD ( op,.citふ Prevalenceof orthopyro圃
xene-plagioclase assemb1lage, oecuri:ence ef sillimanite, ab.senoe ;Of cordierite and forsterite 
． 
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in rocks of appropriate compositions, and low Al contents of pyroxenes (mentioned later) 
are also characteristic. Thus the major mineral assemblages of the rocks from Liltzow-
Holmbukta are considered to belong to the intermediate pressure granulites, as have 
already been pointed out by 'GREEN and RINGWOOD (op.cit.). 
Rocks with granitic composition, the sum of the CIPW norm q,or,ab, an of which ex-
ceeds 80 pecent and an/qz+or十ab+anis less than 20 percent, are plotted in the Q-Or-
Ab diagrams (Fig. 2.8). The general distribution as a whole, appears to resemble the 
Precambrian granitic rocks from Adirondack, compiled by AR釧 AKI(1971 ),but differs 
from other Precambrian rocks of northern continents (SIMMONEN, 1960, BARTH and 
HIETANEN, 1963), and other granitic rocks of the world (compiled in ARAMAKI, op.cit.). 
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Figure 2.8. Q-Or-Ab diagram of the acidic metamorphic and plutonic rocks from Ltitzow・
Holmbukta 
Dot: Charnockites. Triangle: Paragneisses. Star: Granites. Circles indicate Ab/An 
ratios as follows; Thick circle: 0.74-2.9. Thin circle: 3.0-4.9. Chain circle: 5.0-10. 
Line P-E': Cotectic line under the 4 kb of PH2o, proje~ted from the tetrahedron Q-Or-
Ab-An れiVINKLER,1974, p. 281). 
The distribution of the pink granites, however, shows some conformity with the micro-
cline granite of Svecofennides (SIMMONEN, op.citふ
It is as yet di伍cultto understand the behavior of the anatexis of granitic rocks in the 
Q-Or-AトAn-H2Qsystem under the varying confining pressure, although there are some 
experimental data (e.g., summarized in LUTH, 1976）・ Thedistribution of the charnockitic 
rocks and paragneisses along with their ab/an values (as was made by WINKLER, 1974, p. 
290) (Fig. 2.8) appears to show no systematic relationships between the two rocks, although 
the former is considered to have been transformed from the latter based on the field occur-
rence. The distribution of the pink granites appears to lie nearly along the cotectic line 
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under the 4 Kb of PH2o projected from the tetrahedron Q・Or-AトAndiagram (WINKLER, 
1974, p. 281 ),although these rocks include various rocks either gneissic or completely 
plutonic to p,egmatitic in the field. 
2.3. Stratigraphy 
The rocks around Lutzow-Holmbukta are lithostratigraphically classed into three 
groups, these groups in total were formerly termed as the L11tzow圃HolmBay system 
(T ATSUMI and KIZAKI, 1969). They are the Skallen group, the Ongul group, and the 
Okuiwa group, among which, the Okuiwa group is considered the youngest because of the 
metamorphic and tectonic characteristics mentioned later, but the timing between the 
other two groups is unclear. The distribution of these three groups is shown in Fig. 2.9. 
All three groups are considered older than 500 m.y. and the older two groups may be 
older than 1100 m小（MAEGOYAand others, 1968, YOSHIDA, 1975a). 
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Figure 2.9. Distribution of the LUtzow圃HolmBay system in the region around Ltltzow・
Holmbukta 
1, 2, and 3: Ltltzow・HolmBay system, 1＇.’：Oku1wa Group. 2: Ongul Group. 3: Skallen 
Group. 4: Estimated fault. 5: General trend of the banding structure. Details of 
tectonics are given in Figure 2.15. 
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Skallen group 
The Skallen group was first termed by YOSHIDA (1975b) and described by YOSHIDA 
and others (1976) and YosHIDA (1977) in Skallen. It is typically located in Skallen, and is 
distributed throughout the southern Soya Coast and around Botnneset. The Skallen 
group consists of alternations of quartz-feldspathic gneisses and metabasites with consi-
derable amounts of marble layers and charnockitic rocks. YOSHIDA (1977) described in 
datail the four formations constituting the Skallen group. The Skallen group su狂ered
distinct linear folding of recumbent and isoclinal types running east-northeast. Complex 
superposed foldings were described ・inSkallen (Yoshida, 1977). 
Ongulgroup 
The Ongul group was first termed by YOSHIDA and others (1977) and the present 
article gives the first .description. The Ongul group is typically located in Ongul islands, 
and is distributed in al the ice free areas of the Soya Coast from Tensoku Iwa to Teien. 
The Ongul group is characterized by alternated layers of over a hundred meters, and is 
composed mainly of charnockitic rocks and paragneisses such as garnet-biotite gneiss or 
porphyroblastic gneiss. Intercalations of thin layers (some to tens of meters thick) of 
metabasite are often characteristics of the charnockitic rocks. Siliceous biotite gneiss 
and hornblende gneiss are also found in lesser amount. 
Okuiwa group 
The Okuiwa group was first termed by YOSHIDA and others (1977) and the present 
article gives the first description. The Okuiwa group is typically located in Oku I wa, 
about 70 km northeast of the Ongul islands, and is distributed in the ice free areas in the 
northern Soya Coast. 
The Okuiwa group is mainly composed of tonalitic to granitic biotite gneiss which are 
often granitized by the pink granites. Lesser amounts of amphibolite are also found to 
develop in some localities. 
2.4. Geologic structure andl tectoruc sequence 
Various styles of folds and fractures are developed throughout the region around 
Ltttzow圃Holmbukta. Almost al rocks represent either one or more kinds of planar 
structures such as schistose, foliated, or banded structures, and lineated structures such 
as mineral elongation, mineral distribution, or microfold lineations (tectonics of rocks is 
explained on p. 97-110), and suffered foldings and fracturings. 
Detailed genetic correlations among different kinds of the tectonics above mentioned 
are as yet di伍cult,because of the scarcity of detailed field works and limited outcrops of 
the region (an attempt is made with respect to the charnockites in chapter 3 of this ar-
ticle）・ Ageneral scheme of tectonic succession, however, is obtainable through some val-
uable investigations so far presented by some Japanese geologists (KIZAKI, 1964, YOSHIDA, 
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1970, Yos1110~ and ANDO, 1971, I.sHIKA WA, 1 ~·76,, YosHIDA,, ] 975ゆ， 1・977,Yo.sHIDA amd 
others, 1977, ISHIKAWA and others., 1977). It is given ln the f<0llowing, with some general-
1zat1ons . 
The・ es,sense of the geologi.c structures of ~he r~gion are the isoclinal and nappe struc 圃
tl!lres which were revealed by the rece日tinvestigati 
A general tectonics 01f the present regio1n is shown in Figs 2.10-2.15. The nomenclature 
@f folds is generally based on that of FLEUTY (19'64 ).
Stage l (D1) 
Recumbent (partly converted to a rec]ined type by the later tectonics) and isoclinal 
folds riep1eSeflt the axial triace trending lio此hin the ・area of the :Ongtdl group・ and east to 
mo1rth.west in th1e area o{ the Skalle.n gr0,up. Th1lJ;s the ,axia] traces are approximately paral帽
lei to the coastal l:ine of the Lutzow田Holmbukta. The hinges. of the五rstmajor folds, 
Figure 2.10. 
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Geologic sketch of O'ngul Islands, and new interpretation of the geologic sec-
tion (cQm{piYled from. KFZAKI, 1964, Y0sHIDA and othe~s 1!9ヲ7,,and others) 
granites. 2: florpblende gneiss. 3: Garnet-biotite gneiss and porphyroblastic 
4: 1Garnet gneiss. 5 : Charnockit-ic rocks. 6 : Metahasites. 7: Axial trace of 
8: Thru 
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Figure 2.11. Geologic sketch of Langhovde, and new interpretation of the geologic section 
(compiled from lsHIKAWA and others, 1976) 
t・: :Pink g~：nites. 2: Pink granitic gneiss. 3: Garnet-biotite gne瓜 4:Garnet gneis. 
5: Charnockitic rocks. 6: Axial trace of folds. 7: S-plane. 
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Figure 2.12. Geologic sketch of Skarvsnes (compiled from lsHIKA WA and others, 1977) 
1 : Pink granitic gneisses. 2: Hornblende gneiss. 3 : Porphyroblastic gneiss. 4: Garnet 
gneiss. S: Garnet圃biotitegneiss. 6 : Charnockitic rocks. 7: Axial trace of folds. 8: S帽
plane. 
however, plunge southeast to east, moderately to steeply in the areas of the Ongul group 
(therefore the first major folds are of reclined type in these areas), and east or west, gently 
to moderately in the areas of the Skallen group (the first major folds are of the recumbent 
type in these areas). Minor folds of various dimensi0,ns, the fold axes of which are paral-
lel to the major folds, are well developed throughout the region. Some intrafolial folds 
of small scale, their fold axes trending very different from the major folds, appear to have 
developed predating the recumbent and isoclinal folds; the evaluation of these minor 
folds is left for the future studies, there remaining a possibility of discriminating earlier 
major folds from the first major folds (D1) (cf. YosHIDA, 1977). 
Microfold and some mineral distribution lineations are parallel to the hinges of the 
first major folds and, therefore, are inclined from or in right angle with the axial trace of 
the fir,s"t major folds in the areas o,i the Ongul group, but are nearly p,arallel in the areas 
of the Skailen group. 
The recumbent fold and the isoclinal fold may possibly be discriminated as mention-
ed later in chapter 3. The recumbent fold might have resulted in the development of 
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Figure 2.13. Geologic sketch of Skallen (compiled from YosHIDA and others, 1976) 
D 
1: Pink granites. 2: Alternation of paragneisses and metabasites. 3: Marble and allied 
rocks. 4: Charnockites. 5: Axial trace of folds. 6: S-plane. 7: Thrust fault. 8: Esti-
mated faults. 
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bedding schistosity and segregation bandings along it. Thus, a considerable part of the 
thin compositional handing of metamorphites paralleling the thick alternation structure, 
the latter appears to indicate original bedding plane, is considered to have initiated at this 
period in. relation to, the development of the recumbent folds. 
The isoclinal folds might have resulted in the development of an axial plane folia-
tion. The foliation of this stage parallels the banding structures at the limb but is inclined 
at the hinge zone of the isoclinal folds. Thus, bedding plane, bedding schistosity, and ax-
ial plane foliation are parallel and can not be discriminated in many cases. 
Medium or high grade metamorphic conditions are considered to have prevailed 
during these tectonics as mentioned later. 
Stage 2 (D2) 
Open to close folds, their axial trace running east and hinges plunging east or west, 
are well distinguished in Skarvsnes and Skallen. In Skarvsnes, a large scale fold resulted 
in the refolding of the northerly trending isoclinal fold of the first major fold system. In 
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Skallen, hinges of the open to close folds of smaller scales located in both limbs of the 
isoclinal folds, run nearly parallel each other; i.e., not disturbed by the isoclinal folds. 
Thus the second stage major folds postdate the first major folds. 
Some fold axes of minor folds of open to close types, and some mineral lineations, 
either the distributional or dimensional preferred orientations of minerals paralleling the 
fold axes of the open folds, may be ascribed to the tectonics of this stage. Time of the 
ESE minor folds described in Skallen (YosHIDA, 1977) is obscure but may be around this 
The trend of the a;es of the ESE minor folds is nearly in right angles to that of the 
Figure 2.15. Tectonic outline of the region around LUtzow”Holmbukta 
1 : Hinge of gentle-open minor fold. 2: Hinge of close帽isoclinalfold. 3: Crenulation linea-
tion. 4: Mineral lineation. 5 : Lineation associated with granitic rocks: either the linea-
tion developed in the pink granite, or the axis of minor fold, along the axial planes of which 
pink granites or biotite granite intruded or developed. 6. Lineation associated with the 
D3 tectonics. 7. Lineation associated with the D2 tectonics. 8. Lineation associated 
with the D1 tectonics. 9: Axial trace of the D3 folds. 10: Axial trace of the D2 folds. 
11 : Axial trace of the D1 folds. 12: Axial trace of the D1 folds or superposed D1 and 
D2 folds. 13: Estimated fault. 
stage. 
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open to close folds. 
Prevalent high grade metamorphic conditions are considered predating, and medium 
grade metamorphic conditions are considered in synchronou:s with, these folds as men-
tioned later. 
Stage 3 (D3) 
Gentle folds trending northeast or north are found in Skallevikhalsen, Skallen, and 
Botnneset regions, refolding the first and second major folds, as above mentioned. Pink 
granites are considered to have emplaced in synchronous with this stage. Time of the gentle 
folds, the axes of which trend east and northwest and are found in Skallen, is unclear but 
may be around this stage. YosHIDA (1975a) suggested the tectonogenetic charac総ristics
of this stage to be coロelatedto the b1lock movement of the Antarctic continent in late 
Riphean as pointed out by GRIKUROV and others (1972). 
Stage 4 (D4) 
Fracturing of rocks under the easterly compressional stress field is distinctly developed 
throughout the ice free areas of Lutzow-Holmbukta. The dihedral angle of the fractures 
is 40°-60° (ISHIKAWA, 1976, YOSHIDA and others, 1976, YOSHIDA, 1977). 
No metamorphic or igneous effect was found in relation to these fractures and hence, 
the formatio・n of the fractures may be far later than the three tectonic stages above men-
ti on ed. 
2.5. Situation・ of the region around Lutzow-Holmbukta in・ relation to the Gond-
wana reconstruction・ 
i) Pangaea as an Ur-continent 
Since WEGENER (1912, 1922, cited by KITADA, 1926) (1929) presented a hypothesis of 
the unity of the continents in the past, the hypothesis itself drifted either in the right side 
or left side in the currency of the geoilogjca] sciences for so1 many years. Many elaborate 
works undertaken from various view points during the late 20th century evaluated the 
h)1pothesis in the right side, the continental drift now is included in the global tectonics of 
the earth of present day (e.g. TAKEUCHI and UEDA, 1964). 
In discussing the rocks around Lutzow-Holmbukta, the present writer wishes to 
review the situation of the region in the Gondwanaland-part of the ur-continent. Reviewing 
many reconstructions so far given by many authors, the southern part of the ur岨continent
appears to be well established in the Gondwana supercontinent of Du Toi (1937) which 
lately suffered some adjastment by many authors (cf. YASUKAWA, 1973). Fig. 2.1 (inset) 
shows an example of the reconstruction of the Go1ndwana by SMITH and HALLAM (1970), 
which appears to be the most acceptable from the tectonic characteristics of the present 
region as mentioned i.a the following. 
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i) Assumption of the location of LUtzow-Holmbukta in the Gondwana reconstruction 
The location of Antarctica in relation to the Gondwana reconstruction has been studied 
since the Wagener’s work. Recent illustrations on the location of Antarctica, based on 
many data so far presented, are given in HURLEY and RAND (1969), SMITH and HALLAM 
(1970), DrETZ and others (1972), ELLIOT {1972), and YASUKAWA (1973). According to these 
authors, the location of Lutzow岨Holmbuktaappears to be either near the southern ter・
minus of the Peninsular India or in the area of the southeastern coast of Africa. These 
locations are characterized by newer granitic intrusions, of about 500 m.y., into the 
older granulitic rocks; this general geology is in good harmony with the geology of the 
region around Lutzow-Holmbukta. 
Only the trend of tectonics, therefore, appears to be valuable for the estimation of the 
location of Lutzow Holmbukta. Two tectonic characteristics of Lutzow-Holmbukta will 
be mentioned. The conjugate set of shear fractures, with acute bisectrix in the east trend, 
developed in the region around Lutzow回Holmbl1kta,parallels to the boundary between 
Antarctica and India or Africa; this may be a reflection of extension stress affected in the 
early times of the break-up of the continents. The axis of the first major fold, which is the 
most cha・racteristics of the region around Lutzow田Holmbukta,runs north in the central 
Soya Coast and east to southeast in the southern Soya Coast, thus showing acute curvature 
paralleling the coastal line of Lutzow田Holmbukta. Tectonic compilations of Africa and 
India (HURLEY and RAND, 1969) showed that such a curvature of the major tectonic trend is 
found either in the east coast of Swaziland in southwest Africa or in the southern terminus 
of India. In almost al figures of authors placing LUtzow-Holmbukta near Africa, the 
point of the junction is set near Tanganyika, far northward from Swaziland. This is based 
mainly on the estimation of the distributional trend of the Plaeozoic geosynclinal piles and 
of the Mesozoic dolerites. On the contrary, al figures of authors placing Lutzow-Holm-
bukta near India, point the position at the southern terminus of India, just the same as 
the location deduced from the tectonic trend in the foregoing pages. 
From the above, the reconstruction given by SMITH and HALLAM (1970) and DIETZ 
and others (1972) appears suitable concering the location of Lutzow-Holmbukta. The 
reconstruction is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.1. 
II. Tectonics of charnockites 
3.t. Distribution of charnockitic rocks and form and extension of the charnock-
itic masses around Liitzow圃Holmbukta
Charnockitic rocks occupy some tens of percent of the region around Lutzow-Holm-
bukta. In the northern Soya Coast where the Okuiwa group is distributed, however, 
charnockitic rocks are rarely found. In the central Soya Coast, made largely of the Ongul 
group, the charnockitic rocks extends over half of the ice free areas. In the southern 
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Soya Coast and around Botnneset, several tens of percent of the rocks are composed of 
the charnockitic rocks. 
The charnockitic rocks form a layer圃formedmass inter1calating with the paragneisses 
and allied rocks. The intercalation is often concordant but sometimes discordant to the 
macroscopic alternation structures of the paragneisses and allied rocks. A mass of the 
charnockitic rocks has a thickness some tens to hundreds of meters and lateral extensions 
over several to tens of kilometers. Distribution and macroscopic occurrence of the 
charnockitic rocks are seen in the geologic maps presented in. Charpter 2 (Figs. 2.2-2.5, 
2.10-2.13) 
3.2. Occurrence of the charnockitic reeks and their relation to other rock types 
i・ Develo，争悦e悦 ofthe three机aij札 gγoupsof the charnockitz"cγocks 
The paragneisses and allied rocks alter £n sz"tue to the charnockitic gneisses for the 
first step, and homogenize themselves into the charnockitic plutonites for the second 
step, in almost al areas of the southern Soya Coast. In the central Soya Coast, however, 
such relationships between the paragneisses and the charnockitic plutonites as in the 
southern Soya Coast is not observed, no charnockitic gneisses appears to develop between 
the charnockitic plutonites and the paragneisses. Charnockitic pegmatite is often <level四
oped throughout the ce,ntra】andsouthern S,oya Coasts and BotN.oeset region, intrYding 
into the paragneisses and allied rocks as well as into the charnockitic p1Iutonites. 
Pajγαrgneises, cha；γnockitic gneisses， α~nd chaiγnockitic plutonites 
In Skallevikhalsen of the southern Soya Coast, paragneiss四metabasitealternations 
were found to be altered in situe to the charnockitic gneisses, the banded structure grad-
ually fades out toward the central part of a mass of the charnockitic rocks (Fig. 3 .1). 
Somewhat wide distribution of the brown gneisses (brown colored paragneisses, with 
which charnockites are intimately associated) in Skallen described by YOSHIDA et al. (1976) 
indicates that th.e 1charnockitic rocks retaining the original banded structure of the para-
gneisses and al~ied rocks are well developed io the S,kallen region. In other areas of the 
southern Soya Coast and also in the region around Botnneset, many parts of the charnock-
itic rocks appear to belong to the types similar to those mentioned above: to the charnock・
1t1c gneisses. 
In Ongul Islands, where metabasites are predominant in association with the char国
nockitic rocks, KIZAKI (1964) described a block of charnockitic rocks showing a paleozomic 
occurrence in a layer of the garnet gneiss (main part of the paragneisses and allied rocks 
in the Ongul group), while in the same islands, YANAI observed vice versa (personal com-
munication), and furthermore,. he observed another interesting occurrence of charnockitic 
rocks where a layered metabasite mass in the garnet gneiss change.d to have in part a char-
nockitic rock. These observations by KIZAKI and YANAI are summarized schematically in 
Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1. Occurrence of the charnockitic rocks (cited from YOSHIDA, 1977) 
A. Northeastern clif of Skallevikhalsen, viewed from Skallen Oike. 
A, D: S'iliceous gneiss with intercalations of metabasite of the Skallen siliceous f orma-
tion. B, E, H, J: Charnoekites. C: Garnet gneissose granite. F, I: Marble bed. 
G ,K: Paragneiss of the Skallen lower calcareous formation. SK: Sketch point shown 
in Figure 3.1.B. 
B . The ,alternation metabasite/garnet gneissose granite (lower half) is transformed in situe 
to the charnockite mass (upper half). The metabasite layer (dotted) gradually fades 
out inwards the mass. 
Diagramatic illustration of occurrence 
of charnockite and garnet gneiss 
Cha: Charnockite. Gg: Garnet gneiss. Mb: 
Metabasite. In the charnockite mass, the 
garnet-biotite gneiss is found as xenolithic 
blocks, and in the garnet-biotite gneis mass, the 
charnockite is found also as xenolithic blocks. 
The metabasite occurring in the garnet-biotite 
gneiss is partly changed to the charnockitic 
rocks. See text. 
Figure 3.2. 
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The occurrence of the charnockitic rocks in the southern Soya Coast and in Ongul 
Islands suggests that both the paragneisses and allied rocks and the charnockitic rocks have 
developed to be the present lithology from some kind of original rocks. If the 
part of the original rocks favoured the charnockite formation, the charnockitic rocks were 
formed totally and lesser amount of rocks unfavourable to the alteration to the charnock-
itic rocks might have resisted as relic blocks; on the contrary, if the most part of the orig” 
inal rocks favoured to the garnet gneiss formation, the garnet gneiss as a whole initiated 
and developed, and lesser amount of rocks favourable for the charnockitic rocks might 
have altered to the charnockitic rocks showing relic occurrence. Banded occurrence of 
often found in some areas of the southern 
most 
Soya and paragneisses, that is charnockite 
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Coast (cf. geologic map of Fig. 2.4), may indicate somewhat intermediate conditions 
between the two extreme examples above mentioned. 
So,mewhat adrupt interrelationship between the C'harn0ckitic plutonites and the 
paragneisses in the central Soya Coast may indicate that the original rocks of the char圃
nockitic rocks of the central Soya Coast might have been of some intrusive types. 
Disco；バα：ncybetween the charnockitic gneissesαηd the charnockitic pluto：悦：tes
The charnockitic gneisses and the charnockitic plutonites occur generally parallel-
ing each other, but the tectonic discordancy between the two is sometimes observed: in 
Skallen where both the charnockitic gneisses and the charnockitic plutonites are well 
developed, intense minor folding structures are often found in the charnockitic gneisses, 
while the charnockitic plutonites show only homoclinal structures. An example observed 
in Skallen is shown in Figs. 3.3. A,B・. These occurrences, however, are not considered to 
-:z. －ー～
~ 
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(A) 
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(B) 
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Figure 3.3. 恥1utualrelationship between the charnockitic gneisses and the charnockitic 
plutonites 
A. Intense minor fold of the charnockitic gneiss-metabasite alternation is cut by the 
charnockitic plutonite (Skallen, point Y69020512, cited from YOSHIDA, 1977). 
B. A charnockitic plutonite mass (D) cuts discordantly the gneissic rocks (B and C) and 
marble (A). The gneisses suffered recumbent fold, and the charnockitic plutonite 
intrudes, cutting the recumbent fold, but nearly parallel to the axial surface (Skallevik-
halsen, point Y70020608B). 
indicate a tectonic gap between the two charnockitic rocks in Skallen, since the pre-existent 
gneissic rocks and the granitic rocks may show the similar occurrence, both being lately af-
fected by the charnockitization. This interpretation is derived mainly from the micro-
structural observations mentioned later (p. 1 O~）. 
Charnockitic pegmatites 
The charnockitic pegmatites occur ,either as cross圃cuttingveins (East Ongul Island, 
KIZAKI, 1964, and Kaname Zima, YosHIDA, 1975a, the example of East Ongul Island is 
shown in Fig. 3.4), or as veins along axial planes of tight minor folds (Langhovde, 
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Occurrence of the charnockitic 
pegmatite in the East Ongul 
Island (simplyfied from. KIZAKI, 
1964) 
The charnockitic pegmatite (short thick 
bars) are scattered in right angle to the 
major structure of the island. Dotted: 
Gamet gneiss. Blank: Charnockitic rocks 
including metabasites and hornblende 
gneiss. 
Figure 3.4. 
¢〉1 Km 
N 
examples will be given later in Fig. 3. 6, and also in p. 102). The former type may repre帽
sent the time of the charnockite formation, especially of the late stage of the plutonic facies, 
judging from its tectonic meanings as will be mentioned in the next section (p. 112). The 
latter type is considered to be a charnockitized derivatives of the granitic pools developed 
in the metamorphic episode before the charnockitization. Since the axial plane is paral-
lel to the foliation, the foliation is considered to have been settled predating the charnock-
ite formation (cf. p. 111 ).
Pink gγ飢~itesand the allied γocks 
Both the granitic gneisses and the pink granites either cut clearly or alter gradually to 
the charnockitic rocks, although the gradation is more distinct with the granitic gneisses 
than with the pink granites. 
The pink granites occur throughout the region often associated with the granitic 
gneisses. A cross-cut vein often associated with branches concordant to the planar 
structures of the country charnockitic rocks (Fig. 3.5) is the most common example of 
the occurrence of the pink granites. In the region around Botnneset, a pink granite 
showing migmatitic features with the paragneisses intrudes along a fault cutting the 
charnockitic rocks. The foliation of the intrusive body of the pink granite is generally 
*-*1x 
B 
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Figure 3.5. Pink granite dike in charnockite 
A: Leucocratic but brownish charnockite. 
B: Granitic gneiss. C: Coarse輔grainedpink 
pegmatite. D: Small-grained pink granite 
(Skallen, point Y69020605, cited from YOSHI-
DA, 1977). 
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parallel to the wall. In Langhovde, 
leling the axial plane of gentle minor 
paragneisses (cf. Fig. 3.15). 
The granitic gneisses include some of the garnet由 biotitegneiss, biotite gneiss, biotite-
ho,rnblende gneiss, and ho1rnblende gneiss. The most common exam1p~e is the gradual 
alteration of the charnockitic rocks into the hornblende gneiss. In East Ongul Island, many 
examp,les of such occurrence are found (KIZAKI, 1964, an1d also cf. Fig. 2.10) as will be 
developed paral-
rocks and the 
often 
charnockitic 
thin veins of pink granites 
folds, cut both the 
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Figure 3.6. お!Jutualrelationship between the charnockites and the garnet-biotite gneiss 
A. Charnockitic gneiss (Ch) (with白ie・tomedium-grained basic segregation vein ( Cp) 
along the axial surface of the fold with a hinge plunging SSS。E1S0 iscut by a garnet-
biotite granitic pegmatite （め. Part of the charnockite in contact with the pegmatite 
changed to the banded gneiss (Gn) (Langhovde, point Y69012601). 
B. Biotite gra.nite vein (G) is discordant to the charnockitic plutonite (Ch) but con圃
cordant w抗hthe g,acnet-1hear~ng hiotite gneiss (Gn). The charnockite is cha:nged to 
garnet-bearing facies, enriched in biotite near the garnet-bearing biotite gneiss as weJl 
as near the vein (Langhovde, point Y70020902). 
Occurrence of the biotite四hornblende
gneiss in the charnockite (cited from 
¥osHPDA, 197Sa) 
A. A: Mylonitic charnockite. B: Biotite-horn圃
blende gneiss. C: Coarse四grainedbiotite 
granite. The charn0ckite partly changes to 
the biotite-hornblende gneiss in neトwork
form. SK isthe point of Fig. B 
B. From charnockite (both. sides) to biotite-
hornblende gneiss (center), the lithologic 
change is as follows: i) the texture changes 
from sheared or schistose to recrystalline or 
gneissic, i) the mineral composition from 
hornblende rich to biotite rich, and ii) the 
color of the salic minerals from brown to pale 
brown or white. Seale bar is 2 mill'imeters. 
(B) 
?
?
???????? ????
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mentioned later. In Skallen, a thin (some centimeters thick) vein of pink granite resulted 
in the conversion of the country ,charnockitic rocks adjacent to the vein (within about 10 
centimenters) into the gneissose granite (cf. Fig. 3.5), and the similar relationship is shown 
by KIZAKI, 1964 from East Ongul Island. 
The hornblende-biotite gneiss or garnet-biotite banded gneiss also occur along 
shear planes in the charnockitic rocks, as found in some places (e.g., in Langhovde, Fig. 
??
，?
，???
?
??
，?
Gn 
I J 
tm 
(A) (B) 
Figure 3.8. 恥1utualrelation between the granitic biotite gneiss and the charnockitic 
2'ne1sses 
A: Banded三harnockiticgneisses (Gn) are often vaguely cut by net-work development of 
plagioclase porphyroblastic rocks (Po）・ Abiotite granitic gneiss (Gr) cuts both of the 
two rocks (Skallen, point Y69101209). 
B: The biotite granitic gneiss (varying from biotite rich seams, A, biotite granitic gneiss, 
B, to biotite gneissose granite, C) clearly cuts the chamockitic gneiss (composed of 
siliceous, D, and intermediate, E facieses) (Azarasi lwa, Southern Soya Coast, point 
A69100804, sketch is presented by H . ANoo) . 
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Figure 3. 9. Boudinaged occurrence of the charnockite in the biotite-hornblende gneiss 
(cited from YOSHIDA, 1975) 
A: Bio…－hornblende gneiss. B: Hornblende metabasite. C: €harnockitic rock. 
D: Mesocratic amphibolite or dioritic gneiss. E: Pegmatite. 
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3.6, Botnneset, Fig. 3.7). A layer of the biotite granitic gneiss of some meters was found 
to cut clearly the charnockitic rocks in the southern Soya Coast (Fig. 3.8). A relic layer 
of boudinaged banded charnockite occurs in the hornblende”biotite gneiss in Botnneset, 
margined by amphibolitic rocks (Fig. 3.9). 
The granitic gneisses, of similar petrographies as those rocks described above, occur 
abundantly in the northern Soya Coast, associated with the pink granites; there, char-
nockitic rocks are only rarely distributed and the interrelationship between the granitic 
gneisses of the northern Soya Coast and the charnockitic rocks of the central Soya Coast 
is yet unclear, as mentioned in the previous chapter (p. 83). 
3.3. Planar and linear structures of the charnockitic rocks and their relation 
to folds 
i) Terminology 
Planar structures of the charnockitic rocks of the present region are as follows, with 
their constituting unit in parentheses. Alternation (bed or layer): over meters thick; 
banding (band or thin layer): decimeters to centimeters thick; thin banding (lamina): mil-
limeters thick, the continuation or extension of which being generally impossible to be 
traced over a few meters; foliation (folium): millimeters thick, being a leaf-like form; 
schistosity: generally less than millimeters thick, being composed of preferred orientation 
of inequant crystals. 
Linear structures are as follows. Axis of minor folds; crenulation lineation shown by 
crenulation structure on the トplane;mineral distribution lineation composed of linear dis圃
tribution of some distinct minerals; mineral elongation lineation composed of dimensional 
preferred orientation of crystal grains; mineral orientation lineation composed of inequant 
grains. In the field, however, the distinction between the mineral orientaion lineation 
and elongatio・n l:ineation was not made and they were described simply as mineral elon-
gation lineation. Also in the field, mineral distribution or mineral elongation lineations 
made by salic minerals were often wrongly described as crenulation lineation because 
mafic minerals around the salic grains in parallel arrangement show analogous form as 
the crenulations. 
In describing tectonics of a rock specimen, the three perpendicular fabric axes (TUR圃
NER and WEISS, 1963, p. 88) a,b, and care labelled in which b denotes any lineation most 
visible in ab plane (in practice, lineation related to the D1 folds was selected as b ),c denotes 
the axis perpendicular to any planes most visible in a rock, and a isperpendicular to both 
b and c. The typical examples of the tectonics of the rock specimens are shown in Figs. 
3.10, 3.11 and 3.12. 
i) Alternation and bamding structures and the related lineations 
Alternation, banding, and thin banding structures are made of alternating bands of 
different compositions. The・ alternation and banding structures probably are direct 
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of the primary structures such as sedimentary bedding or igneous layering 
This is firstly, because the composition of each layer, i.e., mineral composト
tions of each layer often di鉦er吻 i:ficantly,and secondly, because these st肌 ture~ 
concordant to the marble or quartzite layers which are sometimes intercalated with the 
reflection 
structures. 
are 
charnockitic rocks. 
The thin banding structures are either of primary, such as sedimentary bedding, or of 
secondary, such as metamorphic segregation structures. This structure is almost 
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Specimen No. 
Locality 
Rock types 
Field tectonics 
－ーー・axialtrace 
－四ー令plu1ngeof 
the hinge lin 
Hand specimen tectonics 
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Figure 3 .1O(B) 
Figure 3 .10. Mesoscopic tectonics in hand specimeias 
A. Sketches of specimens from the central Soya Coast. Field tectonics is written in 
arbitrary scale. Hand specimen tectonics is determined in laboratory from the 
orientated specimen. [1: Lineation lielated to tihe D1 tecton化s( isoclin,a. 
bent fold：「sand fo'liation）.ら： 1ineationre,lated to the D2 tectonics (open fold and the 
schistosi ty）.ら： Lineationrelated to the D3 tectonics (gentle folds). 
B. Sketches of specimens from the southern Soya Coast. 
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always parallel to the banding and alternation structures, but the composition of a mafic 
lamina almost always do not differ significantly from each other; this fact isfavourable to 
the metamorphic segregation origin of the thin banding. The pre骨existanceof fracture 
cleavage paralleling the bedding is a general expectation for the metamorphic segregation 
along the bedding plane (e.g., TURNER and WEISS, 1963, p. 98, VERNON, 1976, p. 217）・
Such cleavage may be formed by such folding tectonics as flexural slip type (DONATH, 
1962）・ Thusthe formation of some of the thin compositional banding may be related to 
some of the folding tectonics, although the metamorphic foliation paralleling the folded 
surfaces appears not to be common (HOBBS et al., 1976, p. 264-266). 
Under the microscope, constituent minerals of the banding are generally equant in 
shape and do not show Lattice preferred orientations (cf. Figs. 3.11, 12), indicating an-
nealing effect after banding tectonics. However, biotite often shows lattice and dimension-
al preferred orientation, and some other minerals also sometimes more or less show dimen-
sional preferred orientations; these are mentioned later in explaning schistosity. 
The thin compositional banding is parallel to any folds of the present region and 
therefore, may be synchronous with the oldest folding, i.e., the recumbent folds of the D1 
stage. The microf old lineation and some of such mineral distribution line a tion, as shown 
in Fig. 3 .10 B, may be referred to the tectonics of this stage. The lineations of this stage 
plunge variably and generally parallel to the hinges of the D1 folds of each areas. 
ii) Foliation and the related lineations 
The foliation structure is made of either mafic or salic clots. The compositions of 
each mafic or salic folia are homogeneous as was the case of the thin compositional band-
ing. This again may indicate the cause of the foliation to be of metamorphic segregation 
erigin and/or of modification after the thin banding; this point will again be mentioned in 
the later chapter from the microstructural point of view. 
The foliation is generally parallel to the thin banding but sometimes discordant to it. 
In the former case, we can observe al the gradations between the thin banding and the 
foliation. Stretching of the banding into the foliation may be the general case of the 
convergence of the thin handing into the foliation as already mentioned. The latter case 
includes two occurrences. One case, a very small-scale relic folding structure isobserved 
in a hand specimen, where folded thin ma:fic laminae are parallel to the foliation in the 
limb of the small圃scalefold but inclined in the hinge zone (cf. Fig. 3. l lA, ac section). 
Another case is the ordinary inclination of the two planer structures, the banding being 
somewhat flat in a hand specimen (cf. Fig. 3.1 lD). The inclination of both cases, however, 
can only be distinguished in a section cut near normal to the microf old and of mineral 
distribution lineations, i.e., in ac section; in both ab and bc sections, the inclination evidence 
is rare or lacking. The folium is sometimes inequantly elongated showing lineation 
which is generally parallel to the microfolding axis; another case, a cross-line of the folia圃
tion and the banding gives a distinct lineation made of mineral distribution. In both 
cases, the lineation is generally parallel to the hinges of the D1 folds in each areas. Thus 
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the axial plane cleavage of the D1 folds is the favourable geometric explanation for the 
foliatien in relation to the banding. 
Under the microscope, the microstructure of the foliation is almost similar to that of 
the thi.n banding (cf. Figs. 3.11, 12). Annealing effect postdating the foliation, as well as 
the thin banding may again be a favourable explanation for the general randomness in 
the lattice preferred orientation. 
The folding concerned to the formation of the foliation may be either the recumbent 
or isoclinal foldings of the D1 stage; some examples concerning the relationships will be 
mentioned in the followings. 
In Langhovde, axial plane foliation is well developed in association with the D1 isocli-
nal minor folds trending east which is associated with the charnockitized quartzイeld-
spathic pools in the charnockit』crocks. In S'kallen, iteDse[y folded paragneisses or brown 
gneisses were found to be cut discordantly by a foliated ,charnockitic plutonite as already 
mentioned. The intense folding is related to the recumbent fold or earlier folds and the 
charnockite mass and its foliation comprise a limb part of the isoclinal folds (cf. Fig. 3.3, 
p. 94, and also mentioned in p. 111). Analogous relationship was found in some other 
places in Skallen (YosHIDA, 1977). In Botnneset, intensely folded metabasite in the 
charnockitic plutonite shows vague foliation, paralleling the axial plane of the fold of the 
metabasite (Fig. 3.13). These facts may be profitable to the assumption of the foliation 
being related mainly to the isoclilnal folds but not to the recumbent folds. 
iv) Schistosity an,d the related lineations 
The schistosity is exemplified generally by lattice preferred orientation of biotite and 
sometimes by dimensional preferred orientations of other mafic or salic minerals. The 
schistosity made of the dimensional preferred orientations of minerals are parallel to the 
foliation and therefore may be regarded to be genetically grouped into the foliation, which 
will again be mentioned later from the microstructural point of view. In the present 
Figure 3 .11. Photomicrographs showing various tectonic characteristics of rocks 
A. General scope of the foliation structure of the charnockitic plutonite. Mafic lamina is 
made of rough elongation of mafic ciots' which appears to be folded in ac section. The 
folding is isoclinal and the ref ore the f oiiation and the schistosity are parallel to the axial 
surface of the folding in both ac and bc section (foliated enderbite, T吋ya,Specimen 
68032502, detailed microscopic view is again shown in Figure 3.12). 
B. Microfolding structure of a banded gneiss, in ac section. Notice, almost al constituents 
are equant. Only some biotites show (001) near parallel to a, and very faint dimensional 
preferred orientation of other mafic minerals elongate along a, although the lattice preferred 
orientation of them is completely random (banded gneiss composed of quartz-feldspathic 
rock and metabasitic rock, Skallen, specimen A69020302). 
C. Foliation and schistosity are nearly parallel each other (garnet-biotite gneiss, Ber・rodden 
Point, southern Soya Coast, specimen Y69100901). 
D. Banding 01f mafic rich/mafic poor layer is inclined from the fo,liation and schおtos[ty, made 
of continuation or dimensional preferred orientation of mafic and salic minerals. Notice 
tl1at small salic minerals are equant (banded charnockitic gneiss, Oku・HyogaI wa, southern 
Soya Coast, specimen A69100603). 
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Figure l. 1:3'. F0li:atiom of the charnocki~e occurrimg 1parallel to the axia[ plane of minor 
folds (citedJ fretn YosH:tD~， 19/7・.S,a) 
A. Bou1ndary, p'hemomenQtil between the metabas~te {s0l~d pa的）and the b1ioti1ie-hornblende 
gneiss・ (hatched.) (Nt IV, Botlil.Jileset, poifrl!t Y169012801). 
B. Fo~iatton of ohatnockite {hatc~ed} paral~eli1 ilg to the axial surf ace of minor fold of 
m.etalbasiite 'layers (solid). A cress-cut charnockitic jpeg,m.atite veitn is seen in the bott0m 
side of the figure (Kaname Zima, B0tnneset, poimt Y70021506, cite<d from YosHIDi¥, 
119,7・ 5・ a).
section,, the schistcsity made of lattice prefet"red ariemtation of biotite ( arhitrally termed 
as h·iotit~ schistosity) is mentioned. The 'biot[te scllistosity is s0metimes parallel with 
OJF otherw~se di・seordrant 1?:01 the banding am<f/ or fro]iatilon sむtt·€tures. Two kinds of the 
biotite ,s•€histosity 1disoord;;lnt itc 1€ach iothetr .afe 'SOmet-iJmes ~etected in .one specimen. 
The .schis1t0sity parall€] to, the b,aod~ng s~rl!l(ctti\f1e is mos.t iootefestiag，幻neeminerals 
other than bぬtiteare ft(l.>it ,S'O distinctly Qfi1ented and fujr1h@rmore, hi'otite is generally an 
a1teratio1n p1roduet after other mafic m[nera15弓. Ref €rri~g to the micro structural facts 
exp~ained [m tne next chap総r(p. 13'5) that S'Ome hietites 01f this kind existed predating 
the other ma:Ae miimerals, no expfanati.0n ,o仏1ert~an the crysta[ growth ef the 'bi0tite on 
the pre回exi,stantlbiotite ftakes wl¥i.[cfi were p代 ferentia1Ify-oriented parallei to the banding 
structure, ·wi~l be・ o:btaine,d. Experime~ta 
ETHl~TRliE><JFJ ,aEJd othe置・s(1'9ヲ＇4)~.oiwti崎~gout the stromg mim悦ieHaj抗tu1"e01 his m』nera：】』nshow-
img p1referr1edl (>lr』entatio1nmay he profitab・ to, th~s assumption 
The bi0tite schistosi色yincl註i:edfr0m the ,band「』n↓g,str¥llcture is o)f 1atev s~age pri@d uc t 
jl 
biotite schis~osity 』n this case incltJιdes two di鉦erentoccurrences. One, paralleling the 
axial p~ane 01f the easterly open folds (D2 folds) somewhat widely distributed, although 
indistinctly, thro1ughout the region. In this cas'e the m』nera]elongation lineation is 
distin肝 isb.edon the banding plane, which is parallelむothe hinge o:f t!he open f0~d. An-
other schistos, 
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and therefore sporadically developed and is random in orientation. Some examples are 
as follows. 
In Skallen, in the metabasite-paragneiss alternations which suffered the easterly 
open minor fold, the biotite schistosity paralleling the axial plane of the minor fold was 
found (Fig. 3.14}. In the southern Soya Coast where the hinges of the D2 folds run 
parallel to those of the D1 folds, an ac section of the specimen exhibites schistosity paral帽
leling the foliation inclined from the banding structure of the specimen (cf. many speci岨
mens of Fig. 3.lOA). In Ongul Islands, where the main. lineation trends north and 
therefore in.・ right angle to the D2 folds, the inclined biotite schistosity is only detectable 
in. the bc section of a specimen (cf. Fig. 3.lOB, specimen Y69042302). 
In Langhovde, many small veins of pink granite or biotite granite occur along axial 
planes of gentle minor folds with axes trending north which clearly cut the isoclinal 
minor folds of the D1 stage (Fig. 3.15). In some places, a schistose microgranite is found 
to intrude discordantly into the foliated charnockite, the new biotite schistosity is found 
i1n the microgranite as well as in the country charnockite (Fig. 3.16). In Botnneset region, 
0 
2m 
4’ 
so-+-
4’ 
’々
d’ 
d〆
A’ 
’々
.. 
4’ 
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Figure 3.14. New schistosity paralleling the 
axial plane of the open to close 
fold 
A: Marble. B: Clinopyroxene-biotite fels. 
C: Quartz-feldspathic biotite gneiss, partly 
pinkish with schistosity being in the north 
direction. D : Pink gneissose granite with 
schistosity paralleling the axial surface of 
a minor fold of close to open type. The 
hinge of the minor fold plunges N50°E30° 
(Skallevikhalsen, point Y70020405). 
(A) (B) 
Figure 3 .15. Granite intrusion in relation to folds 
A. A biotite granite vein (G) intrudes into the garnet-biotite gneiss (Gn) ¥vhich is sub-
jected to isoclinal fold with hinges plunging east, the vein itself represents gentle folds 
with hinges plunging north (Langhovde, point Y700208~2）・
B. A pink gneissose granite vein (G) intn政 salong the ruoal surface of :he gentle min.or 
fold with axis plunging 28° north. The country rock is biotite-bear1ng garnet gne1s・
granite (Gn) which is enriched in biotite near the 'granitic vein, and changed to 
the 」ckanalogous to the garne凶 io山 gneiss(Langho吋 e,point Y70020911）・
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various pink granites, sometimes with schistosity paralleling the rock boundary, are often 
developed along faults cutting the linear folding of D1 stage. The faulting is con-
sidered to be related to the gentle folding with a northerly trend (YOSHIDA, 1975a, p. 
32-34). 
In the northern Soya Coast where only pink granites and granitic gneisses are de-
veloped, minor folds with pink granites along their axial planes are not of the gentle type 
but rather, the close type (cf. Fig. 2.2). 
2cm 
Figure 3 .16. Schistose biotite microgranite 
cutting the charnockite 
The schistose biotite microgranite (right) 
cuts the foliated charnockite (left). Disturb-
ance of the foliation (shown by the orienta-
tion mark, al~ow 1) in both of t'he two rocks 
by the new schistosity (allow 2) is distin-
guished (Skallen, specimen Y69020309B). 
Figure 3.17. Disturbance of the recumbent 
fold by the open to close fold 
A hinge zone of the recumbent anti-
cline (now hung down to show synform) 
with the hinge plunging N44°E 2° iscut 
by a later intrusion of dark skarn rocks ( C) 
associated with aplitic rocks and rheomor-
phic marbles. The estimated fi of the dis-
turbance plunges N68°E26°. The hinge 
zone of the recumbent anticline is com圃
posed of the charnockitic rocks (D : K叫fe]d-
spar augen brown granitic gneiss, E: garnet-
bearing charnockite, F: charnockite) and 
marble (A and G, belonging to the same 
horizone distributed in both limbs of the 
recumbent anticline (Ska1levikhalsen, point 
Y70020611). 
3.4. Charnockite development i'n relation to the regional tectonics 
Almost al the occurrence of the charnockitic rocks appear to indicate the concordant 
occurrence of these rocks with both the recumbent and isoc1inal folds, of D1 stage. But 
this may only indicate the postposition of the charnockite formation after the foldings, 
since the charnockitic rocks are considered to be formed from some distinct stratigraphic 
horizon of rocks (cf. p. 93). In Skallevikhalsen, a hinge zone of the recumbent anti-
cline is discordantly“intruded”by mafic skarn・ rocks associated with marbles (Fig. 3 .17), 
which is considered to be formed under the granulite facies metamorphism judging from 
mineralogy of some skarn minerals investigated by SuwA (1968), and SuwA and TATSUMI 
(1969). 
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Intense flow, minor fold of charnockitic gneisses developed in the crestal zone of the 
recumbent anticline of Skallen being cut by a mass of the charnockitic plutonite (men-
tioned in p. 94, 102) indicates the overwhelming of a plutonic condition in syncronous 
with the recumbent fold, and the later formation of the charnockitic plutonite than the 
recumbent fold. A charnockitic plutonite intruding along the axial plane of the hinge part 
of the recumbent fold in the western margin of Skallevikhalsen (Fig. 3.3B) also indicates 
the later formation of the charnockitic plutonites than the recumbent fold. The general 
homoclinal tectonic characteristics of the charnockitic plutonite in Skallen, the surround噌
ing paragneisses often being intensely folded, may also be profitable for this assumption. 
These occurrences may be explained that some foliated plutonic rocks intruded 
along the axial surface of the i:soclinal folds as deduced from the attitude of foliation. 
Study of the foliatio・n and microstructure indicates that the formation of the charnockitic 
assemblage postdates the formation of the foliation, and therefore, the plutonic rocks 
were later transformed into the charnockitic plutonites. Development of the charnock-
itic salic veins along axial planes of the minor folds of the D 1 stage in the charnockitic 
rocks of Langhovde only indicates the existance of formation of some Quatz-feldspathic 
rocks along with the folding. The quartz-feldspathic rocks might have charnockitized 
with the country rocks in some later period. 
'"Fhe latest pegmatite of the charnockitic character that developed in thin veins trend-
ing iB, right angles to the axial planes of the D1 fold is of more importance. This may 
indicate the youngest limit of the charnockite formation, along with the fact that the 
pegmatitic rocks associated with the ESE minor folds of Skallen and northerly minor 
fold of Langhovde are not charnockitic but are granitic. 
Thus the formation of the charnockitic rocks, the term “formation”indicating the 
Table 3 .1. Mutual relations among macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic tectonics, 
and formation of the charnockitic rocks and other plutonic rocks 
Macroscopic tectonics 
[D .] Earlier recumbent 
. fold and later iso-
clinal fold of northerly 
to easterly trend. 
These are roughly paral-
lel to the coastal line 
of Liitzow-Holmbukta. 
[D,,J Open to close folds 
ーofeasterly to south-
easterly trend. 
[D~1 Gentle fold of nor-
.J therly and easterly 
trend, and faulting of 
northerly trend. 
Mesoscopic and microscopic 
tectonics 
i) Bedding schist0sity and thin band-
ing of metamorphic segregation origin 
associated with ・.the recumbent fold. 
Microfold and mineral distribution 
lineations. 
ii) Axial plane foliation associated 
with the isoclinal fold. Mineral 
distribution lineation of limitted 
length. 
iii) Transversal joints 
Sc.histosity made of biotite flakes, 
paralleling to the axial plane of 
the open to close fold. Mineral 
orientation and elongation lineations. 
Sporadic schistosity made of biotite 
flakes in various trend generally 
paralleling to the intrusive contact 
of the pink granites. 
Charnockitic 
rocks 
Charnockitic 
rocks 一
Granitic gneisses 
Pink granites 
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completion of the main mineral paragenesis of the charnockitic rocks, i.e., small-grained 
hypersthene and plagioclase (cf. p. 130-132), postdates the D1 folds and predates the ESE 
minor folds, ofSkallen and norther勿 gent~e mino.r f o]ds of Langh1ovde. The vei.1 s of the 
charnockitic pegmatite is almost always in right angle to the major trend of the D1 folds, 
and therefore, may be regarded as a kind of a transversal joint of the isoclinal folds. The 
charnockitic pegmatite may here be regarded as a representative of an epoch of the charno-
ckite formation, especially of its latest pegrmatitic facies, since there is no, positive data to 
estimate a plutonic activity around the time between the D1 folds and the D2 folds other 
than the charnockite formation. 
As a summary of this chapter, mutual relationships among various scales of tectonics 
.and charnockite formation are shown in a table (Table 3.1). 
IV. General petrography of charnockites 
4.1. Term・inoloey and classification of charnocltiti1c rocks aroundl Liitzow，・
Holmbukta 
i) General terminology and classification 
General 
Terminology of a rock might have been a most basic and familiar problems since 
the beginning of geology; we can see several papers of recent international understand-
ings or discussions on the terminology of igneous rocks (IUGS sub-commission on the 
systematics of igneous rocks, 1973) or of high grade metamorp,hic rocks (BEHR and others, 
197~ ， MEHNERT', 19フ2).
Terminology of a hand specimen of a rock should be same or similar, or at least, to 
be understood among different authors. The classification of rocks in the field, however, 
should di鉦eraccording to each field, the classification should be based on the petrogenetic 
-0r geotectonic point of view. 
A rock name with respect to a hand specimen, therefore, should be a representative 
-0f both composition and texture, the recent adoptation of this rule is demonstrated by 
WINKLER (1974). WINKLER’s classification of the rocks of the regional hypersthene zone 
is well theoretical just in the meaning above mentioned; for the field petrographer, how-
ever, determination of the iJgnieOUS' 10 me,tamorph』cparen~tage of a rock o,f the regional 
hypersthene zone is quite impossible. WINKLER’s definition of the “granolite”being 
restricted only to metamorphic rocks is often useless. A nomenclature of a rock specimen 
should bear no genetic meaning as have been stressed by many authors (e.g., MEHNERT, 
1972). 
The present writer believes it usefu1 that when a rule of classification and terminal-
ogy is clarified, technical terms for 1the expression of both composition and texture should 
be familiar and therefore, the oider the better since it is stil familiar to many geologists. 
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Composition terms 
Thus the classification by JOHANSEN (1939) for the plutonic rocks is basically adopted 
for the presentation of the rock composition. Although JOHANSEN intended to give a 
generalization for the classification of igneous rocks, the classification has sometimes been 
applied to the metamorphic rocks as adjectives, since no appropriate terms appeared in 
the metamorp1hi1c petrography and since the distinction between the igneous and metamor-
phic parentage is often di伍cult. Two special terms, in addition to the general classifi-
cation of pl 
(1900) and 1司ILLEY(1937). They are also used in this article because of the common 
usage of these terms in the Precambrian rocks (the charnockite means rhombic pyroxene-
bearing adamellite and granites, and the enderbite denotes rhombic pyroxene四bearing
granodiorite ). Characteristic mineral associations are sometimes used in addition to the 
terminology mentioned above when appropriate general terms are absent. 
Textural terms and grouping of charnockitic rocks 
Textural terms on planar and linear structures of rocks are already presented in 
chapter 3. Grain size representation is based on the division by TEUTCHER (1933) as 
follows. Micro-(under 0.1 mm in diameter), fine-(0.1-0.3 mm), small-(0.3-1 mm), 
medium-(1-3 mm), coarseべ3-10mm), and very coarse-or centimeter四（10mm-) grained. 
Gneiss means small-to coarse-grained rocks with planar or linear texture, containing more 
than 50 per・cent of quar匂圃feldsparthicminerals, and fels means small田 tocoarse-grained 
massive rocks (slightly modified after AKLER et al., 1962). Constituent minerals, when 
needed, are added in. the head of the rock name in the order from minor to major. 
For the nomenclature of the group of rocks in the field, the following special usage 
is adopted in the present article. Plutonic, and other proper names of plutonic rocks 
suchお granite,mean small-to coarse圃grainedholocrystalline massive, foliated, or linea田
ted rocks with somewhat monotonous petrography and tectonics over a considerable area, 
and the rocks believed to form a mass more or less different from the other rocks adjacent 
to them・. Either metamorphic or igneous parentage is of no significance (thus the usage 
after MEHNERT, 1968, p. 67 is of favour to the present writer). Gneiss means such rocks 
as representing a marked banding structure which shows good conformity with the layered 
structure of the adj,aeent paragneisses and allied rocks. Pe.gmatite means a coarse-to 
very coarse-grained rock with granitic to gabbroic composition, either massive or foliated, 
developed in other rocks as a cross四cutor lit-per-lit transformation veins or pools. 
i) Classification of the charnockitic rocks around Lutzow-Holmbukta 
The charnockitic rocks around Lutzow-Holmbukta are grouped into three, charnock-
itic plutonites, charnockitic gneisses, and charnockitic pegmatites. The general charac-
teristics of the charnockitic rocks in comparison to other groups of rocks is already men-
tioned in chapter 2. This classification is mainly based on the characteristics mentioned 
previously, especially of the plutonites and pegmatites. The charnockitic gneisses differ 
from the charnockitic plutonites in that the former shows strong similarity to the para-
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gneisses in presenting relic banding structure, bearing compositional heterogeneity among 
differing bandings, and being thinner of a unit mass. 
Thus the hypersthene-plagioclase rock with the penetrative planar structure or banded 
structure is termed as noritic gneiss and massive hypersthene-plagioclase-K-feldspar rock 
is termed as syenitic fels. When the grouping of the rock is determined, the former i s
termed as noritic gneiss (of the charnocl仁 Cgneisses) or (gneissose) norite (of the char-
nockitic plutonites) and the latter as syenitic fels (of the charnockitic gneiss) or (massive) 
syenite (of the charnockitic plt巾 nites). 
As it was already mentioned (in Chapter 3, p. 92), these charnockitic rocks are re-
garded as to have developed in the order charnockitic gneisses-charnockitic plutonites-
charnockitic pegmatites, although a considerable overlap in time of formation between 
the earlier two groups appears to exist. 
4.2. Petrography 
i) Description of rocks 
Charnockitic plutonites 
The charnockitic plutonites are widely developed in. the central Soya Coast. Minor 
amounts of these rocks are also developed in Skallen, which lies in the northern part of the 
southern Soya Coast, and i・B the region around Botnneset. These rocks alternate with 
garnet-bearing gneisses; thickness of a layer is several hundreds of meters and the layer 
can be traced over tens or several kilometers. 
The charnockitic plutonites are medium恒 tocoarse-grained, granular rocks with 
some penetrative planar structures. They are dark grayish rocks with greenish or brown-
ish tint. The weathered surface of these rocks represents characteristic brownish tint 
and easily distinguished in the field. The lithology and tectonics of these rocks are 
somewhat monotonous over considerable areas. Indistinct banding structure made of 
either basic seams or felsic bands is sometimes developed. 
Banding and folding structures of the paragneisses and allied rocks located ad-
jacent to the charr ckitic plutonites were often found to be traced into the charnockitic 
plutonites. The banding and folding gradually fade out towards the inner part of the 
charnockitic plutonite mass as mentioned elsewhere. The characteristics above men-
tioned may well be regarded as that of the catazonal granitic rocks pointed out by Bun-
DINGTON (1959). Sketches of some specimens collected from the central Soya Coast are 
shown in chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 3.10.B). 
Under the microscope, the charnockitic pluton.ites are allotriamorphic, small-grained 
Figure 4.1. Photomicrographs of the charnockitic rocks 
A. Foliated enderb抗eof the charnockiJtic pluton抗es(T,eゆrya,specimen 68032502). 
B. Banded charnockite of the charnockitic plutonites (Tゆya,specimen 68030703). 
C. Banded charnockitic gneiss of the charnockitic gneisses (Y omogiri Zime, southern Soya 
Coast, specimen Y69100803). 
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equigranular (in the basic variety) to small~ to coarse-grained inequigranular (in the acid 
varieties) rocks characterized by plagioclase of equant shape. The microstructural 
characterist,ics are described els'.ewh,ere (p. 132－】43)in detail; the g,rain sh,ape of the plagio-
clase generally varies from small granular, s,mall to medium po片gonal,to coarse coalescent 
from basic to acid varieties of the charnockitic plutonites. Mineral composition ranges 
from noritic to granitic, orthopyroxene being almost always present in various quantities, 
and lesser amount of garnet is found in some specimens (Table 4.1 ). Banding or foliation 
made of mafic bands or clots is generally developed. But they are generally far indis” 
tinct than the charnockitic gneisses; the tectonic characteristics are described in the 
previous chapter (p. 98-110) and therefore will not be described further. A microphoto-
graph of medium四grainedcharnockitic plutonites ,collected from the Ongul Islands of 
the central S・oya Coa:st are s1hown in Figs. 4・.], A, BJ. 
Cha~γnockitic gneisses 
The charnockitic gneisses are widely distributed in the southern s。yaCoast. 
rocks generally alternate with the siliceous gneisses; the thickness of each layer 
alternation ranges from some meters to some tens of meters. 
These 
of the 
The charnockitic gneisses have similar petrographic characteristics in hand specimen 
as the charnockitic plutonites. Differences are that the charnockitic gneisses are often 
distinctly banded, the lineation is more discernible, and the lithology is generally more 
silicic. Charnockit[c gneisses with very pal•e hrownis,h t~nt ,are so,rnetimes found; there 
may he tra:ng：』~ro,na] facies of the si[ie・e01t$ glileis and the ,charnockitic gnetsses. 'The 
banding and folding structures are almost similar both in trend and styles to th,e adjacent 
paragneisses. Sketches of some specimens collected from the southern Soya Coast are 
shown in chapter 3, Fig. 3. lOA. 
Under the microscope, the charnockitic gneisses are allotriomorphic inequigranular 
rocks characterized by small田 tomedium-grained plagioclase throughout the basic to 
acid varieties. Mineral composition is similar to that of the charnockitic plutonites. 
The microstructural characteristics differing from the charnockitic plutonites are i) there 
is no systematic variation in th1e grain shape of plagioc[ase from 1hasic to acid varieties, 
i )1 the revells'e zo1 
and iv) e』ongateporphyroblastic quartz ( rib1bon quartz) is not rare throughout. A p1hoto-
micrograph of a specimen of the charnockitic gneisses is shown in Fig. 4.1.C. 
Charnockitic pegmatites 
The charnockitic pegmatites occur throughout the region; but they are more intト
mately associated with the charnockitic plutonites. The charnockitic pegmatites occur 
either as cross-cutting veins or dikes, or as pools paralleling the axial plane of some 
minor folds (cf. p. 94 ).
The 1char1nockitic pegmatite is a very coarse-grained, generally massive, and brownish 
gray to g1reenisl1 gray rock. Miner叫 co1mp0sitionFanig,es from toinalit~c to, g,ranitic, mafic 
miner]s are oJJthopyroxene, clino1pyroxene, hornblende, and biotite; but one or more of 
the mafic minerals are generally absent. 
Mineral composition and microstructural characteristics of the charnockitic rocks Table 4.1. 
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NORITIC VARIETY ・－
68021505 30 ＋ ＋ f f I -f+ f. I I ＋＋ ÷＋ →＋ ． ， * * * －・ -・ ． ー ー ー ・－ ．国 p West Ongul ．
68021510 30 ＋＋ f f I ÷＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ’k’E ー ＊ ＊’t ー ＊ ー ー ＊ * 司 苦＇ck p West Ongul ・圃． ． 
68021512 25 ＋ ー f f f ー ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ 会＊ ． * * ー ＊ ． ー 会＊ ＊犬 自 永＊ p West On思11
68021513 35 ー ． f f I ＋＋ ＋－ キ＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊’z ・－ ＊ ＊ ・－ ．闘， ． ー * ＊犬 ー ー p West Ongul 
68031601 5-30 ＋＋ ＋ t It 十ト ＋ト t f t ＋＋ ＊ ＊ ＊ ． ＊ ＊ －・ ー ー ＊会 ー * p Uthoholmen －・ ・ー
68032302 30/0 f I I ＋ 十← ＋＋ f f f ＊ * * >"<* ・－ ー ー ＊ ・ー』 ＊ * ,'t* p West Ongul ー ・－ 骨 ー
Y69020511 5-15 ー ー f f f ー ＋ト ＋＋ ＋ ＋＋ ． * ．闘． * 昔t’t ．凶・ ・回 ．掴 ・圃． *•"< ＊ ・． ー G Skallen 
SYENI'IIC VARIETY 
68030102 15 ＋ 十＋ I f t -H・ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ’k’t ＊ * * ＊会 * ． 永幸之 * * ’，、.，、． p West Ongul ・回 冒 ー ． 
68030103 15 ＋ →－ I f f －ー ＋＋ 中＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ’t’t ＊音t 唱見事主 ＊ ＊ ＊ ．固 ー * ー * 事t p West Ongul 
68040106 15 ＋ 十＋ t f ＋＋ ＋ →＋ ＋ ’~＊ "'* * 求＊ * ＊ * 号、女 *"' p West Ongul 圃 ．固 ．圃 ．四 ー
ENDERBITIC VARIETY 
68022011 15 十ト ＋ I I f ． ＋＋ ． ＋＋ +r ． ． ＊’E * もー’t 費量 * ＊ ． ー * ．圃． ＊ * p West Ongul 
68022411 25 ＋＋ ＋ f f I ＋＋ I I ＋＋ ＋ ’t’E 決＊ ＊ ＊ ＊ ・圃． 司 ー * ー ー p West Ongul ・－ ・－ ． 
68022603 8 ＋ ＋＋ f I f ・圃． 判・ +f・ ＋ ＋← ＋＋ *i( * ＊ ー *., ＊ ー ー 火大 * ＊ づ'o'c p West Ongul 
68022803 10 ＋＋ ＋ I f f f f I ＋＋ +r ++ ＋＋ 幸t’t ＊’t ＊ ＊ ＊’E * ＊大 ＊会 * p West Ongul ・田 ・－ ー ー． 
68032310 0/20 ＋＋ ＋＋ t t I f t I ÷＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊ 官＇＊ * * ＊量E ． ＊’E 宝≪k p West Ongul ー ・－ ． ー 喧 ー
68032502 8 ＋＋ ＋ I t I ＋ 斗＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊ * ・ー ＊ * * 圃 ー 決公 －． * 永＊ p Tei>ya 
68032509 10 I t I ＋＋ f f I ー ＋＋ ＋＋ 『 ＋＋ ＋＋ ー ＊ * ＊ ＊犬 ＊ 大 ＊会 ＊ 公；＇c p Te~ya ．圃 ー 口
68032512 8 ＋＋ ＋ t f t ー ＋＋ ＋← ＋＋ ＋ ++ ＊ 3な＊ 屯ー ＊大 * ー な寺霊 * * 会＊ p Te;,ya ー ー
Y70020814 8 ＋＋ →＋ f f I ー →＋ ー ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊ ＊会 ー * ＊ 四 公，'c ~'c穴 p Langhovde ー ー ー 同
Y69101001 1 ＋＋ ＋＋ f f t ． ＋＋ ー 咽 ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊ 4府 4内 * 4，、． * * 陣... ー ー ・－ G Berrodden Point ー ー
Y69101102 10 I I I ＋ f I I ．圃 ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ++ ＊・ * 合 ＊夫 G Sudare Iwa ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー
Y6Ql01103 0.5 ＋＋＋ ー t I f ・－ ＋＋ ー ー ＋＋ ＋ト ＊ * * ．開・ 自 大＊ * ー ー ー ー G Sudare Iwa ー
Y69100702 10 ＋＋ ＋＋ I I ー ＋＋ ー ＋＋ ＋← ＋＋ ＊ ＊六 *1c * ’~；＼毛 会 ＊穴 p Rundvagskollane 唱 ー ー ー ー
Y69100801 8/1 十ト ＋＋ I f I ー ＋＋ ++ 十ト ＋＋ 十＋ ＊ ー ヨ主 ー * 会犬 ’~＊ * "'* p Yomogiri Zima ー ー ー
Y69012811 8 ＋ ＋ト f f I ． ． ． ＋＋ ー ＋ ＋＋ 決犬 会 ー E’ 、 会 * ー ー ー ~＊ ー J，、．・． G Nt IV, Botnneset 
Y69012821 15 ＋＋ ＋＋ f I I 圃 ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋・ ＋＋ ＋＋ * * ー ー ー ＊ 合会 * 4見＊ p Nt IV, Botnneset 司 ー ー
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Skallen 
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Skallevikha1sen 
G ー’t ．同・＊ゴーー＊’t 公夫国ー会＊ー* ＋ ? ?＋ 
・－
十←四＋＋ ＋もト＋＋ 20 Y69101216 
p ’t ー＊＊ ー** ** ＊ ・圃* 公＊ー** ＋＋ ＋＋ ．，． ＋十←+ + 半←+t4-
＋＋＋ 
11.c-151 ＋←← Y70CiJ20Sl5 
Skail'.Le:vikhalsen 
Yom0gi:ri Zima 
p ーーー* ー・． ー* ．圃* '* ＊ * 半F半←
? ?
ー十＋辛ト十七ト20 Y7・0020603 
Y69l00803 
Berr0dd.en 
p ーーーーー* ー＊＊ ． ** ー決＊＋＋ +r 同・ー．＋ ＋＋ ＋＋＋ 宇ト＋-t+f・.§ 
G ー
・－
決先
・－
* 
・－
決公** 
， ー決公ー＊＊ ＋＋ 令十ー＋ ＋ キ＋＋＋＋ 
? ?
4→雪10 Y69エ00902
Berroddett G * ーーーー, ~'c ’決1tーー.，~，'c ー’~＊ ＋ ＋＋ ー＋ト＋＋ ー＋争＋＋十5 Y6・910'lcl4 
Y69100705 Rundvagsk0llane 
Rl ndvagskollane 
p ヨ旨先会決犬ーー6宮尾＊量1(**)'< ~＇＜ 会会'/o': ＊奇型＋ト-H÷ ．聞キH-＋＋ 
・－
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Azara-sh.i. Iwa G ーーー＊ ー決＊泳、公
・－・－
'/(* 
・－
+t 1決＊半ト* ・ー・ー． ÷4・-H-14 -H+ 5 
20 /1 
A69l!0081:! 
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68022802 15 ＋＋ I I I t t I ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋ ＋＋ ** J，、＇•J.，、， ** >'<* ** p Wes.t Ongul ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー
68030701 10-5 ＋＋ t I I I I I 十＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ 公＊ ** 宮尾＊ 女＊ ＊’t p West Ongul ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー
68030702 5 ＋＋ I I I ＋← ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊大 決公 宮尾＊ p 
West Ongul ー ー ー ー ー 同 ー ー ー ー 『 ー
68030705 5 ＋＋ I I I ＋＋ ＋ -t+ ** 'I~＊ 永寺E ~＇＜＊ ** ** 宮尾骨E ＊＊ p West Ongul ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー
68032313 5 ＋＋ I I I I I I ＋＋ I I I ＋ ~＂＜＊ 会＊ ** ** ** * p East Ongul ー ー 国 ー ー ． ー ー ー
Y70020507 0-15 I I I I I I ＋＋ -t+ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊＂＇屯 会＊ 空軍事E ＊’E ** * G Skallevikhalsen ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー
Y70020517 18 f I I ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋ ＋＋ I I I ＋＋｜ 安夫 金＊ づk ＊＊ ＊犬 会＊ * p Skallevikhalsen ー 一 一 ー ー ー ー
Y69020504B 5 I f I ＋＋ I f I ＋＋ ＋ 十← ＊＊ 官主＊ ’bl屯 ** *,'< ** ** G ー ー 由 ー ー ー ー ー Skallen 
A69012901 3 十ト ＋＋ I I I ＋＋ →＋ ＋ ＊＊ ** ＊＊ 
，、
ー ー ー ー ー ー 目 ー ー ー ー ー l.;r Nt I, Botnneset 
Y69012933B 10 I f I ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ** ** 空軍＊ p ー ー 国 ー 同 ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー Nt II, Botnneset 
Y69012804 10 ＋＋ f f I I f f ＋＋ ＋＋ ＋＋ ＊大 づk* ＊＊ づk* ＊＊ ＊＊ ** ー ー ー ー ー ー ー ー p Nt工V,Botnneset 
68021506 8 ＋＋ I I I ＋＋ ー I I I ＋十 ー ー ＋ ** ー ＊’E * ** ＊＊ ー ＊’E p West Ongul ー ー ー ー
??
Symbols and abbreviations: 
+ + + abundant, + + minor, + scarce, - absent，料 commonlydetected, 
by comparing with the figures presented by TANAKA and KATADA (1966). 
Qz: Quartz, Kf: K-feldspar, Pl: Plagioclase, Ga: Garnet, Bi: Biotite, Ho: Hornblende, Cpx: Clinopyroxene, 
Opx: Orthopyroxene, Oq: Opaque mineral, s-m: Small-to medium-grained, m/c: Composed mainly of grain size just 
around the boundary between the medium喧 andcoarse-grained, polygo: Polygonal shape, rev-zon: Reversely zoned, ant 
pert: Antiperth1te, Qz spot: Bearing xenocrystic or drop quartz, rib Qz: Ribbon quartz, Ap: Apatite. 
Inclusion denotes fine-grained crystals occurring as inclusions in the small-to medium-grained equant plagioclase. 
identified index, CI: Color *scarce, 
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i) Mineral and chemical compositions of the charnockitic rocks 
Mineral compositions of al the charnockitic rocks examined are summarized in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2, and chemi1cal compositions are already given in chapter 2, Table 2.1. 
From the mineral composition, the charnockitic rocks may be classified into noritic (basic), 
syenitic and enderbitic (intermediate), and charnockitic and granitic (acid) varieties. It 
Table 4.2. Modal composition of the charnockitic rocks 
Specimen Y69020309A 68032402 68032310 Y70020603 68030103 Y69012821 
No. 
工CNo. 
Qz 
Kf 
Pl 
Ga 
Bi 
Ho 
Cpx 
Opx 
Oq 
An tip 
Others 
Total 
Color 
index 
Measured 
area 
81 
39.6% 
25.7 
24.4 
0.1 
2.2 
2.4 
ー
3.4 
1.8 
o.ヱー
0.6 
100.0 
8.1 
相 m2
696-
62 
20.8% 
31.3 
31.6 
0.8 
句圃． 
5.2 
ー
7.4 
1.5 
V.4 
1.01 
100.。
王3.4
T1¥Tn2 
518一
57 
14.8% 
7.2 
.50.5 
． 
5.8 
14.3 
ー
6.2 
0.2 
l! •. l!
・回
100.。
26.3 
nnn2 
500-
70 
1.9% 
37.9 
35.5 
2.2 
ー
11.9 
7.3 
．陶・
2.1 
ー
1.3 
100.。
9.5 
nnn2 
748－“ 
73 
% ー
27.2 
52.7 
0.3 
0.2 
0.3 
6.9 
9.5 
1.5 
0'.6 
0.8 
100.。
1.7 .2 
相 m2360回目
The chemical compositions of all these specimens are given in Table 2.1. 
55 
0.7% 
3.2 
68.4 
ー
2.3 
16.7 
ー
4.8 
3.1 
ー
0.8 
100.0 
23.8 
543mm2 
may worth noting that modal compositio,n 0f plagioelase of one specime9 exceeds 65 % 
which is a criterion of anorthothite (IUGS subcommission on the systematics of igneous 
rocks, 1973). This may be a reflection of the fact that the anorthothitic facies in unaided 
eye are often found to develop as a thin (some to tens of centimeters wide) vague or dis-
tinct band in the charnockitic plutonites in the central Soya Coast (one chemical analysis 
of ano1rthothite from East 01ngul ls]aind is presented in Tanble 2.l, specimen No. 3'5). 
Chemical compositions of the charnockitic rocks are already mentioned with respect 
to ACF -AKF triangle diagrams and Q-Or-Ab diagram in chapter 2 and therefore no 
more need to be mentioned in this chapter. 
ii) Mineralo.gical notes 
Some characteristics of mineralogy of the charnockitic rocks are listed in the following, 
the occurrence of minerals being described in the next chapter. 
Plagioclase 
Four kinds of plagioclase, small granular (A), small to medium polygonal (B), medium 
coarse coalescent ( C), and coarse lo bate (D) plagioclases are discriminated from the 
microstructural observations; the late mentioned plagioclases are generally considered to 
have developed from the formerly mentioned plagioclases. All of these plagioclases pre咽
sent grayish brown to grayish green color to the unaided eye. 
Anorthite contents of some 01f the plagioclase measured from the extinction angle in. 
section normal to the crystallographic a axis are listed in Table 4.3. The anorthite con・
of plagioclase appears to be reflected principally by the 
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mineral assemblages and tent 
Anorthite contents of plagioclase of the charnockitic rocks Table 4.3. 
Grain An% 
No. 
1 
2 
1 
grain the of Characteristics ?
????????
S/m distinctly polygonal 
Ibid. 
Brown Ho ana Cpx xenocrystics 
reversed zoning 
工bid.
M polygonal, reversed zoning 
S polygonal, reversed zoning 
M polygonal, indistinct reversed zoning 
M/c polygonal, with antiperthite 
M/c polygonal with quartz inclusion and antiperthitic. 
Very thin margin is An-richer 
S polygoaal 
S polygonal, 
M polygonal, 
班ー c
S intergranular, reversed zoning 
M lobate-polygonal, reversed zoning 
M polygonal with a xenocrystic Ho 
M/c polygonal 
Another lamella of the No. 
S' polygonal 
M/c, with clear albite巴 periclir・1etwin 
M/c, reversed zoning 
Another lamella of the No. 3 grain 
S polygonal, with vague reversed zoning 
M polygonal, with xenocrystic Cpx, with .albite-carlsbad 
twinning, and reversed zoning 
M lobate田 polygonal,with・albite-pericline 
M polygonal, antiperthitic, reverseo zoning 
s/m, adjacent to Opx, and contains xenocrystic Bi 
Another lamella of the No. 6 grain 
s polygonal 
M polygona主－lobate,withantiperthitic lamella 
Another lamella of the No.3 grain 
C porphyroblastic 
S. core part 
M’poly go戸al-lobate,with mirmekitic peηphery with 
calsic composition 
S/m granular, included in Cpx 
Another lamella of the No. 3 grain 
M polygonal 
Another lamella of the No.5 grain 
M/c, distinctly antiperthitic, indistinctly 
zoning 
Core part of 
with 
twinning 
reversed 
with indistinct reversed zoning 
in the Ho-rich domain 
included, 
4 grain 
56-61 
56 
56-60 
43-50 
38-40 
37 
44 
28 
28 
29 
29 
39 
39-43 
37 
34 
36 
38-40 
52-64 
47-53 
56 
44-55 
53 
29 
32 
29四 41
27 
39 
38-40 
48 
59 
38 
38 
37-39 
56-80 
66-76 
52-64 
25-26 
28 
33 
。 ， ?
?
??
『
?
???
?
????????
??????
?????
? ，
68021505 
68021512 
68031601 
68032509 
68032310 
68021510 
68030103 
68032502 
7 grain the No. the other lamella of 38 8 
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Table 4.3. (continued) 
Specime~ N。t・ ? ????? ? ??
??
????
???』
???
?
???
???
?????????
Y69012821 
? ???
????????
68021506 
68032603 
68032402 
Y69020309A 
Y70020603 
?? ?
?
?
?
?
??』?
?
? ?
? ?
??
3 26 
68030701 ] 38 
2 43 
3 33 
70020517 エ 36
A69012901 l! 26 
Chara巴teristicsof tliie grain 
M polygonal with,out antiperthite 
Another lamella of the No. 1 grain 
M polygonal, associated with Px, Ho, in the adjacent 
M/c with xenocrystic quartz 
Another lamella of the No. 4 grain 
M/c, with xenocrystic quartz and antiperthitic 
Another lamella of the No.6 grain 
S lobate, without antiperthite 
S polygonal 
Another lamella of the No.2 grain 
M polygonal with xenocrystic Ho 
M/c lobate, ant;iperthitic 
M polygonal -lobate, with many xenocrystic granular 
quartz ana1 1QiJle: Kf. Polysynth,e,tic al'h>ite twi,n,ning 
Another lamella of the No.l grain 
S/m, irregular, with polysynthetic albite twinning 
M/c, irregular, with xenocrystic Ho, polysynthetic 
albite-pericline twinning 
M/c, with few apatite xenocrystics, polysynthetic 
albite twinning 
S/m granular -lobate, located near Ga, polysynthetic 
albite-pericline twinning 
Another lamella of the No 1 grain 
M polygonal -irregular, with xenocrystic quartz and 
antiperthitic 
M polygonal with xenocrystic q1uartz, albite-
pericline tMihnin,g 
M/c, antiperthitic aRa with pollysynth,etic. albite twinniag, 
and bent 
Anorthite content was determined from extinction angle in a section cut normal to a, read 
from the figure presented by SuwA and others (1974). 
s: Small-grained, m: Medium-grained, c: Coarse四grained, s-m: Small-to medium圃
grained, s/m: Grain size is just between the small-and the medium-grained. An% 56-61 
means zoning from the core portion to the marginal portion. 
modified by occurrence and shape of grains; other features such as zoning and twinning 
are influenced by occurrence along with microstructural features. 
In the noritie variety, a~］ p1lagioclases ,are sma~l granular or small polygonal, which 
are distinctly rev:ersely zoned, the co,re being andesine, and margin, lab>radorite in general. 
The reverse zoning is sometimes developed not only at grain boundary but also around 
xenocrystic grains in the plagioclase. Antiperthite is developed in some coarser grains 
but is not so dominant. Gorai-A type twin (GoRAI, 1950) with composition planes both 
(010) and rhombic section, composed of two or several twinned lamellae, are common. 
It is noticeable that in some pyroxene metabasites, the reversed zoning is much more 
distinct, and in some specimens, a clear boundary between the sodic core and calcic mar-
gin was observed, the inner periphery of the calcic marginal part appears to be composed 
of Huttenlocher intergrowth (Fig. 4.2). 
In the intermediate varieties of 1charnockitic plutonites, the small granular plagioclase 
is paleozome, and both small to medium polygonal and medium to coarse coalescent or 
lobate grains are well developed, both of which are calcic oligoclase to sodic andesine, some 
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Figure 4.2. Examples of distinct reverse zoning of plagioclase observed in metabasites 
Sodic core parts (example of measurement of other grains than this sketch being An 
71 and 64) with sharp boundary are surrounded by calcic mantle (example of measure-
ment being An 90, 100, and 100). The inner margin of the mantle part has very 
thin lamella圃heterogeneity(striated part), probably of peristeritic exsolution lamella 
(Huttenlocher intergrowth). This portion as a whole, is more sodic, about 10 percent, 
than the marginal homogeneous portion. The determination of the anorthite content 
is made by extinction ang,1e in a section aormal to the crystallographic axis a, read 
from the chert presented by Suw A and others (1974) (metabasite; left figure: speci-
men Y710020510B, Skallevikhalsen, and right figure: specimen Y69020613, Skallen). 
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polygonal graines show indistinct reversed zoning. Antiperthite structure is developed 
throughout almost al grains. Gorai圃A type twin with composition planes (010) and 
rhombic section is also characteristic, but frequency of the rhombic section appears to 
be lesser and numbers of the twinned lamella is richer than the plagioclase of the noritic 
variety. 
In the acid variety, the polygonal graines are paleozomes and the medium to coarse 
lobate plagioclase is well developed, which is again calcic oligoclase to sodic andesine. 
Very thin acid periphery is sometimes found, which also is calcic oligoclase. Antiper-
thite is common, and in some coarser grains, the K-feldspar patches are incleased, dis-
tributed either regularily or irregurarily and forms mesoperthite. Polysynthetic Gorai 
A-type twinning with composition plane generally of (010) is dominant. The polysyn-
thetic twin disappears later by mirmekitization which develops in some plagioclase being 
in contact with later microcline k四feldspar(cf. Fig. 5.10). 
K-feldspar 
Antiperthitic patch.es in plag,ioclase, small granular graines occurring in the similar 
fashion as quartz or plagioclase, and coarse coalescent or porphyroblastic grains are 
distinguished. 
The core part of many of the K-feldspar is microperthitic by rod-type lamellae, but 
the margin is generally perthite-less. Microcline structure is found at part of so~e 
k同feldspargrains of acid varieties. No systematic optical or chemical analyses are made 
on these K-feldspars, although OHTA and KIZAKI (1966) clarified microstructural and 
optical characte出icsof several kinds of the K-feldspar of charnockitic rocks合omYamat~ 
Mottntains. 250 km south of the Ltitzow-Holmbukta, referring to the superposition of 
metamorphism. Small granular K-feldspars of a syenite from West Ongul Island was 
chemically analysed by electron microprobe analyser as presented in Table 4.4. The 
perthitic lamella has average composition of An 32.5 Ab 67.5, and the host K-feldspar, 
Or 84.7, Ab 15.3. Somewhat high anorthite content of the perthitic lamella is 
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T・able 4.4. Micrepiobe analys~s of perthirte 
Flagioclas,e lamella H0st K-feldspar 
~.~rei gh,t (,dif f,ere1fi,t lam・ella in (diflferenit pe主ntof one grain) 
pe主centone perthite crystal) 
1 2 エ 2' 
Si02 61.0,2 うL 60 .,,9 
χ 164. ,2%, 65.17% 
Al2o3 23,. ,5 24.62 11.89 ヱ7.96
Cao 6.6' 6.7,4 Q,. ()'8 0.018 
Na♂ 7.60 7.84 1.60 ].38 
K2o O.ii 0. l.7-' 14.S' 14.51 
'!,ota工 99,.4,4 100.35 '99 .14 9~ .l10 
Nl.lIDber ef ioits・ in a f ormular OR the basis of 32 OX gens 
Si 
Al 
Ca 
Na 
K 
エ0.907
S.046 
l. 2'81 
2.6>34 
0.0：ゐO
}fe.Jle1cular perae,nt 
10.816 
5.14ア
l.2'81 
2. 6916) 
{)'.038 
0/ 0/ 
AD 6>6. 6>'0 f, 7. 2.'0 
An 32.4 
Or 1.0 
Tb t・al 10€l. 0 
31,.9 
o., 
lcO.。
12・-. 045 
3.9'13 
0 .， （）：~6 
0.59'8 
J".454 
14.7% 
Q,.4 
24., 
lcO.O 
12.070 
J. 9,22 
0.1016 
0:.5.916 
3.428 
14,. 8% 
c.4 
84.8 
100.0 
.3 
,65.08% 
1!1. 75 
0,.10 
1.94 
14.38 
'99. 25 
12.058 
3.871 
(),.,Q20 
0 .169S 
3.40,(r) 
16.:,,% 
0.,5 
82.6 
1100.0 
A perthite crystal of a syeliite from West Omg;ul J!s1an~l, r0ck specimeA (68c,JQ,10,3) 
collected by K. YANAI,, m.icropr0,be ,analysis by S. Y OSHlKURA. Other 11 analyses of 
pla,gioclase lamellae and 8 analyses of host kイe】dspa~ of the same perthite using 
lta,pid 組 alfy-ticalmeぬ<fldafter YusA (19'?5) stiewed s]ight deviation as, AF11 J,2:-34 
and average 32.5 for the plagioe]ase lam.@l]a aad 04" 83-87 a~d average 84.7 for 
the k圃feldsparhost. 
ooNformall<~e, with the characte・ristics of t~e ot"dinary ,gtanulitic rocks ~e.g., To:o1, 1971 ).
BANNo, and ,others ,(l 964a) r<eported the .optic prop,erties 0£ K-f elds,par ；~ 2v x ranging 
fi;ofi 40°' to, 70°', variah1e eVrem. in one S'ame c1ystal, the eQ1re・ p'ait b.eing usually of a lower 
2Vx value than the perip,thery. 
Orthopyroxene 
Small granular to polygonal, medium with i_nterg,ranular periphery, and coarse coales圃
cent or poikiroblastic grains are d in目【g
these appear to have grown in the succession mentioned above. Optic properties show no 
diff erenee between co,re and ,margin ,of the o-rt抗opyi:oxene,some characters 'are listed in, 
Tab,1e 4.5'. The preochroism is dtistinctly pale pinkish-pale g-reenis1h, which is generally 
sttronger in~ o託hopyi;oxe.nesof metabasites、thaniJn the eharnockiites. 
Microprobe analyses of orthopyroxene of' asyenite from West Onguli. Island are also 
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Table 4.5. Optic properties of pyroxenes 
Grain 唱
No ．ー 2 
-52 -58 
3 4 5 6 7. 
-52 +57 +58 +52 +44 
8 
2V 
CZ 0 0 0 nd nd 43 52 42 
1-3: Orthopyroxene 1 : Poikiroblastic 
9 
.+60 
41 
2: Small polygonal grain containing fine granular xenocrystic clinopyro四
xene (No. 4 grain) 
3: Poikiroblastic, including the No. 9 clinopyroxene 
4-9 : Clinopyroxene 
4: Fine xenocrystics in a small orthopyroxene No. 2 
5 : Xenocrystic-relic”like corroded蝿shape
6: Small polygonal-granular 
7: Fine polygonal-granular, just adjacent to the No. 6 grain 
8: Small granular, in salic domain 
9: Fine rounded xenocrystics in the No. 3 grain 
All grains are in a syenite (No. 68032502), colected from Tゆyaby K. 
YANAI. Optic determin1ation was made using universal stage. 
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listed in Table 4.6. Chemical analyses of 8 orthopyroxenes of the rocks from Ltitzow-
Holmbul{ta are ever presented (BANNO and others, 1964a, SuwA, 1968). It may be noted 
that the orthopyroxene ranges from hypersthene to ferrohypersthene, Mg/Mg+Fe2+ 
being generally richer in metabasites than in charnockites. Also that orthopyroxenes of 
some metabasites have somewhat higher alumina contents than others, this point will be 
mentioned later. 
Clinopyγoぉene
Fine xenocrystic and small-medium granular grains are distinguished from micro圃
structure as described in charpter 5; the coarser grains are considered to have developed 
later than the fin.er grains. Optic properties of clinopyroxenens in a syenite from 
Tψya are listed in Table 4.5. Some clinopyroxene from metabasites presents distinct 
pale greenish preochroism. 
Microprobe analyses of clinopyroxenes of a syenite from West Ongul Island are 
listed in Table 4.6. Chemical analyses of 3 clinopyroxenes are ever presented (BANNO 
and others, 1964a, Suw A,1968). Adding in consideration of these previous data, the 
clinopyroxene ranges from salite to augite, the Mg contents being richer in metabasites 
than in charnockites. It may be noted that the xenocrystic clinopyroxene is slightly 
poorer in Al, Ti, and Na than granular clinopyroxene in one same thin section. 
Ga，γ’iet 
Garnet occurs either as fine relic-like or as coarser typomorphic minerals in the 
charnockites as mentioned later. They are pale orange in thin section, the color appears 
less distinct in the relic-like garnet. 
Chemical analyses of 6 garnets are ever presented (BANNO and others, 1964a, SuwA, 
1968). These garnets may belong to the typomorphic garnet either of the amphibolite 
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Table 4.6. Microprobe analysis of pyroxenes 
Weight He,st Ortho- Xenocrys t主c @ S,mall isolated Cl in。pyroxen1e
percea t pyroxene * CliBopyrox,e1ne 
Si02 50.44% 51.06% 50. 92% I 50.68%$ 
Ti02 o.エ 0.19 0.20 0.23 
Al203 0.8工 1.89 2.14 2.09 
FeO 32.32 13.86 14.32 14.88 
抱10 0.74 0.28 0.33 0.31 
MgO 14.02 10.16 10.03 10.12 
Cao 0.73 21.24 21.13 20.75 
Na2o 0.01 0.49 Q,.56 0.55 
To ital. 99.18 99.17 991. 63 99.61 
Nu皿berof :lons in a formular on the basis of 6 Oxgens 
Si 1.994 1.965 1.955 1.950 
Ti 0.004 0.006 0.006 0.007 
Al 0.037 0.085 0.097 0.095 
Fe 1.068 0.446 0.460 0.479 
加1 0.025 0.009 0.011 0.010 
Mg 0.826 0.583 01.574 日忌 0.580 
Ca 0.031 0.8,70 0.869 o.a,55 
Na 10.001 0.03'6 0.042 0.042 
Molecular percent 、
42.4% 30.4% 30.0% 
1 
30.2% Mg 
¥ 
Fe 56.0 23.8 24.6 25.4 
4: 
Ca 1.6 45.8 45.4 44.4 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
夫 Averageof 3 analyses of different portions of one same crystal. 
@ Averag,e of 4 analys,es of different portions of one same crystal. 
I Average of 3 analyses of dif f ere111t portions of one same crystal. 
$ Average 1of 4 anaヱ.yses01f diffe;r,eat portio1nS' ,of O也es担 ecrystal. 
Pyroxenes of a syenite from West Omgul Island. Rock speci,men (680~0103) 
was collected by K. Y ANAi. Microprobe analysis is made by S. YoSHIKURA . 
or granulite facies metamorphisms of the region. These garnets are pyralspites contain圃
ing 28.6-45.6 % of pyrope molecule and grossularite and andradite in combination from 
7.9-10.3 %. These compositions are conformable with those of the ordinary granulite 
as mentioned by BANNO and others (1964b ). YANAI (personal communication) com-
mented that there are many pyrope-poor garnets being analysed, and only those from 
metabasites are genera】lydominant in pyrope molecule (YANAI, in p・reparation). 
Biotite 
Fine xenocrystic, intergranularily developed~ small to medium, ・and alteration bio-
tites are distinguished (mentioned in chapter 5). Color of biotite is deep brown to 
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reddish brown, but no difference in color is found among the three kinds of the biotite. 
According to YosHIKURA (personal communication), there is distinct change in chemi-
cal composition between the xenocrystic biotite and intergranul~r to alteration biotite; the 
details will be published elsewhere. Chemical analyses of 11 biotites are ever presented 
(BANNO and others, 1964a, Suw A,1968）・ Fe2+/Fe2＋十Mgof these biotites range from 
0.23-0.57, and Ti02 contents from 3.13 to 5.72 percent. BANNO and others (1964a) 
di.s,eussed on the subdivi:sion of the granulite facies by the composition field of biotite. 
Color and Ti02 contents of biotites from Lutzow-Holmbukta are conformable with 
the biotite from the granulite terrain, but SEN and RAY (cited in SEN, 1973) pointed out 
that these characteristics are shown also in the alteration biotite developed over the gra-
nulitic mineral assemblages. 
Hornblende 
Hornblende occurs as small to medium granular typomorphics in the quartz 
deficient rocks, alteration after clinopyroxene, small to medium typomorphics in the 
granitic gneisses, or alteration after the hornblende of the above three. Color of these 
hornblendes are brownish green, the brownish tint decreases to the latter mentioned 
varieties, and the last variety is distinctly paler and bearing bluish tint. 
Chemical analyses of 8 hornblend,es from various rocks are ever presented (BANNO 
and others, 1964a, Suw A,1968). They are very close to the ideal formula of Hastingsite, 
the Ti02 contents range from 0.60 to 2.49, Al203 from 11.94 to 15.79, and Mg/Mg+Fe2十＋
Fe3+ +Mn from 22.8 to 61.7, in various rock types. No indication of the occurrence of 
these hornblende is given and since there are considerable varieties of hornblendes, 
especially reflecting their mineral genesis, no comment can be made further. 
Opaque minerals 
Opaque minerals occur in almost al the charnock c rocks except in some of the 
granitic variety. They are granular, irregularily rounded, polygonal, or prismatic, either 
distributed in the grain boundary with or included in the silicate minerals; even the 
small polygonal orthopyroxene includes the opaque minerals. 
Reflection microscopy clarified that almost al of them are yellowish white oxide of 
similar characteristics and only fine and granular grains are yellow sulphide. BANNO 
and others ( 1964a) clarified that the opaque minerals occurring in the charnockitic rocks 
around Ltitzow-Holmbukta is ilmenite, pyrite, and pyrrhotite; thus the oxide mentioned 
above is considered to be ilmenite and the sulphide to be pyrite or pyrrhotite. 
V. Microstructures of charnockites 
5.1. General microstructures 
The charnockitic rocks around Ltitzow-Holmubkta have microstructt1ral charac-
teristics common to the world granulite, many examples of which are presented in BEHR 
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and others (1973); principally small-to medium-grained granoblastic, the s-plane when 
present, is generally composed of mafic or salic })ands or folia, the constituent minerals of 
which lacks lattice preferred orientations. Further detailed characteristics of each speci-
mens of the charnockitic roclcs will be mentioned in the followings. 
Chajγ’zockitic p lutonites 
The charnockitic plutonites are generally foliated or thinly banded by compositional 
differences; under the microscope, however, small-to medium-grained polygonal plagio-
clase is the characteristic of the charnockitic plutonites. Quartz, pyroxene, some horn四
blende, when present, also are analogous both in grain size and shape. All these poly圃
gonal minerals are somewhat poor in the lattice preferred orientation in general. Biotite 
is the only mineral being generally platy, often inequigranular, and showing somewhat 
distinct lattice preferred orientation. 
Considerable variations in both grain size and shape are distinguished; plagioclase varies 
from fine granular, small to medium polygonal, to coarse-grained lobate. Fine granular 
plagioclase occurs either in some specimens of the noritic variety as the main constituent 
or as xenocrystics in the more coarser-grained minerals in the more acid varieties of the 
charnockitic plutonites. The noritic varieties of the charnockitic plutonites are small-
grained and equigranular. The acid varieties are inequigranular characterized by the 
coarse-grained constituents. 
Small圃 tomedium-grained polygonal p1lagiocfase occurs throughout al the varieties 
of the charnockitic plutonites, but it is not abundant in the syenitic to enderbitic varieties. 
Coarse-grained lo bate plagioclase characteristically occurs in. the charnockitic variety; but 
it also occurs throughout al the varieties of the charnockitic plutonites, although in a 
lesser amount. The coarse圃grainedplagioclase is later formed than the medium-grained 
polygonal plagioclase. 
Hypersthene ranges from small polygonal to coarse poikir悩c,the latter includes al 
other constituent minerals with polygonal shapes. Quartz is generally small-grained 
polygonal but in some speciJmen,s porp,hyrob1astic. A xenocrystic variety of quartz is 
often well develo.ped in plagioc~ase of al th.e varieties ・of the charmockitic plm.tonites e~cept 
in the noritic variety. Clinopyroxene is almost always small圃grainedpolygonal. But 
fine granular grains are observed in other coarser pyroxenes or rarely, in plagioclase. 
Garnet occurs either as coarse-grained later minerals associated with coarse-grained 
clinopyroxene, in somewhat basic varieties, or as a fine-grained xenocryst in plagioclases, 
in somewhat acid varieties. 
Biotite and hornblende generally occur as later minerals than the pyroxenes; the 
alteration occurrence is often met with in al the varieties of the charnockitic plutonites. 
Some xenocrystic fine圃grainedbiotites occur in plagioclase or k回feldsparin the syenitic, 
enderbitic, and cbarnockitic varieties. 
Charnockitic gneisses 
The charnockitic gneisses are generally banded, and thin banding or foliation is also 
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often predominant. All these planar structures are composed of compositional di鉦erences
as in the charnockitic plutonites. Lineation due to undulation and/or mineral distribution 
is often conspicuous. Under the microscope, small-grained granular and small”grained 
to medium-grained polygonal plagioclase are characteristic in almost al the varieties of 
the charnockitic gneisses. Porphyroblastic quartz (ribbon quartz) and fine-to small-
grained biotite, showing distinct lattice preferred orientation paralleling the general 
platy structure, are also often characteristics of the charnockitic gneisses. 
Table 5.1. 1¥在icrostructuralcharacteristics of the charnockitic plutonites and the 
charnockitic gneisses 
Charnockitic plutonites 
Hand IHolocrystalline, small-to medium-
specimen I grain,ed, le1ucoc.ratic but brownish to 
and generallbrown-greenish, and foliated or banded. 
texture 
Mineral I Pl主Qz,Kf, Opx, Cpx, Bi, Ho, Oq, Ga. 
associationlCpx is lesser, Ga is rare .
Plagioclaselsmall granular -small/medium poly-
gonal is characteristic, of ten with 
later lobation of the grain boundary 
and coarsening in grain size. 
a. Fine !Xenocrystics in Pl and Px, 
although this is absent in the 
bas,ic variety. 
b. Small lobate -embayed, at ・p1-Pl 
boundary. 
c.工nfiltrated-porphyroblastics, es-
p ecially in th1e salic rocks. 
Quartz 
Charnockitic gneisses 
Similar, but banded or thinly 
banded structures are often 
conspiceous 
Similar, but often Qz-domi-
nant. 
Analogous, but small・ granu-
lar is dominaE.t. 
Analogous, but elongated 
shape is common. 
spec1mens. 
b. Antiperthitic patches in Pl. 
c. Porphyroblstics not rare, espe-
cially in the acid varieties. 
Small to coarse, the peryphery being 
poikiroblastic. 
a. Fine xenocrystics in some specimens. 
b. Small polygonal, in some specJ.Illens. 
c. Medium to coarse graines rarely 
occur in the charnockitic variety. 
a. Fine xenocrystics. 
b. Medium-grained, at grain boundary. 
c. Medium -coarse grains often with a 
wormy texture replacing other maf ics. 
a. Fine xenocrystics, in some specimens.I Analogous, but not couunon. 
b. Small polygonals, in some specimens. 
c. Poikiroblastics, in some specimens. 
a. Fine _ small irregular and rounded !Analogous, but b-type is not 
relic grains embedded in Pl-Opx lrare. 
domain in several specimens. 
b. Meium -coarse, irregular and poi-
kiroblastics, associated with 
Cpx and Qz, found in one specimen. 
K-f eldspar a. Small polygonal grains in some 
， 
??
?
?
?
?
? ?? ??
? ?
?
?
??
?
Biotite 
Hornblende 
Garnet 
Analogous, but slightly 
elongate shape is not rare. 
Similar. 
Similar. 
Similar 
Abbreviation of minerals is same as in Table 2.3. 
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Other characteristie rnicrostriuetures of p】agieclase,K田feldspar,quartz, bio白e,py-
roxenes, and garnet are similar t10 the charBockitic p,luton,ites p1reviously mentioned. The 
general characteristics of microstruc削除 ofthe chaFnockitic rocks are S'ummarized in 
Tab1le 5.11. C'hange of inicrostructural 1cha:racteristics according, totbe dほerentvar~eties 
of the charnockitic rocks, is,she>wn in Ta!ble 4.1 in 1ch1ap>iter 4, and ph侃o,micrographsbeing 
presented elsewhere ≪Chapter 4, Fig. 4.1, C'hapter 3,, Fig. 3.11) also provide the ,general 
scoipe of the mircrostructure . 
.S.2. Microstructural develop)m・ent af the eharnoekitie plutonites 
The systematic method of microstructural analysis is not yet valid, although some 
excellent discussions or petroiogi1c w1orks from this view point have b.een made ( e.ι， 
S,MITH, 1964., KRETZ, 19661, RAS~.， 19の， MEHNrER'f,,1968, St>RY, 19,69). This kind 1of work 
should refer to the field of metall1ugeoy and ceramics・ j-u1st as has, .alFieady been poi1nt吋 out
b1y READ (195:7, p. 271 ),. T'he p!lies'eDt chapter is a~so feferr,ed to1 thiese p代 viouswoはs.
As menti(o,ned in the ~revio叫s seetio1as , the ≪charnoek託icplutc)inites show more dis-
tin1ct miicrostrurctura】cdev:etopmentt'han t'he ,charn「oc訟iticgn 
to唱betnore suitable thaB the 1Cbarnockitic gneiSS'eS f0>1f the analysis of microstructura 1 
deveiop,ment in relation to tectonics. '1!hus in the p陀 s,entarticte, size, shape,, occurrence, 
and distributio,n of minera]s of the charnockitic p,Futonites are preliminarily analysed with 
the fo;l 
1st episodle : Fine-grained g,ranu[ar', ch.訂 ae定erizedloy elinlop1yroxene, quaFtZ, and biotite 
2nd ep1isode: Small田grainedpolyg,omial,, characterized b1y plagio,elase and two, pyroxenes 
3rd epi:sod1e : 1Coar,se-.'.g1rain1ed eo・ai1esoent, char3Jcterized ltJ>,y piliag~ociase, 'Ofthopyroxene, 
and ho,rnblemd1e 
4th epis,ode : lneq1uig,ranuiar lo,ha伐， cliaracteri:zedby fifile' grarnitic aggregate and por圃
phyro1hlasti•C' quartz, K-fe~dsp,ar, and alteratio1n b~ot~~e. 
。Firstep,is@de ,of micriositruct:&li'e 
The oldest micFostrMctur,e of the charnockitic r€leks, is cons・idered to be fine-grained 
and eqllligranular, judging from岳町田grained,equigranular, and sQ,mewhat equant quartz, 
biotite,, aiad c1ino,pyroxene occiaFring, asxen<0crystics, generally in medium-grained po砂go,nal
plagioclasιThey oecl!lr in ho1th kinds o・f the charn@ckitic rocks, b,ut ,are distinctly poor 
-0r absent in the ac~d li),and er im the granitic variety. Fine-gtrained J>lagioclase mig}i).t have 
c0.existed ; plag~0cla1s,e, however,, rm増hthave enL~rged irom the original• fine-grained e-rystal, 
amd therefo民， wasimpos,si bte t。hedirstingl1i【shed,a】tholllghthe smafI-graiNed granular 
p~agioclase in some charnoekitic gneisses is considered to be of that kind. Hornblende 
also occurs in limited araount; most <'.>f this mi11era】mighthave changed to the clinopyrox-
ene by the later events. 
Some aspects 01n so1rne of' the constituent minePals of thおepisodeare given in the 
following. 
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Quartz 
'Fhe quartz of this episode occurs in almost al the charnockitic rocks except those of 
the noritic variety. The quartz is a fine帽grained(0.1 mn1土） granular or polygonal grain 
embedded mainly iB1 plagioclase. The host plagioclase is of al kinds except the small 
granular one. One or more quartz grains are often found in one host plagioclase; the 
distribution of the quartz grains in the host plagioclase is random and the grains show no 
optical continuity, thus indicating relict parentage (e.g. MEHNERT, 1968, p. 58). 
Mafic minerals sometimes cont~in similar quartz, and small plagioclase with the 
xenocrystic quartz was found to be embedded in medium poikiritic hypersthene of a 
charnockitic plutonite. K-feldspar in an antiperthitic plagioclase was often found to be 
developed around the xenocrystic quartz suggesti11g the later formation of the antiper-
thite than the quartz (Figs. 5 .1A, 5 .2). 
Thus the xenocrystic quartz is earlier than or in synchronous with the small granular 
plagioclase and earlier than the poikiroblastic hypersthene and antiperthitization of pla-
gioclase. Such quartz may be interpretable as either relic xenocrystics or exsolution 
after the Schwantke’s molecule, but may not be introduced from outside inward by a meta四
somatic event, the complete included occurrence of the quartz in plagioclase may inhibit 
transfer of material into the plagioclase but prefere to be settled at grain boundaries . 
A 
． 
???
?
?? ???
，
???
? ?
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Figure 5.1. Occurrence of xenocrystic quartz, biotite, and clinopyroxene 
A. Fine polygonal xenocrystic quartz (blank), and smal lobate quartz, and fine xenocrys-
tic biotite (striated) are embedded in the small polygonal plagioclase (striped). Fine 
granular xenocrystic clinopyroxene (high relief, gray) is embedded in tl1e smal ortho-
pyroxene (high relief with larger dotts）・ Antiperthite（白ledots) de¥-・elops in the 
plagioclase. (Enderbite, Teゆya,specimen 68032502). 
B. Biotite (striated) embedded in or surrounded by orthopyroxene, plagioclase, or horn骨
blende (h~gh relief without dotts) (Enderbite, Teゆya,specimen 68032509). 
C. Fine xenocrystic and small intergranular biotite (striated), small polygonal grains 
(upper) and medium coalescent grain (lower right) of plagioclase (striped), orthopyrox-
ene (high relief with larger dotts), and quartz (blank). Antiperthite lamella develops 
in the coalescent plagioclase (Enderbite, Teゆya,68032509). 
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Figure 5.2. Xenocrystic quartz in relation to antiperthite 
A. Fine antiperthite (fine dotts), fine granular xenocrystic and intergranular quartzes in 
the polygonal plagioclase, and small lobate intergranular quartz (bla叫c). Very thin 
sodic rim develops at the contact with the antiperthite and intergranuiar quartz, but 
do not at the contact with the fine quartzes (Enderbite, Teゆya,specimen 68032502). 
B. Fine polygonal quartz (blank) and antiperthite patches (dotted) in plagioclase (widely 
striated). Very thin sodic rim is fou1nd at the contact with the antipeFthit~c lamella 
but not at the contact with the quartz (Enderbite, Teゆya,68032509). 
The xenocrystic quartz may have initiated either as a xenocryst or as exsolution. 
~.，he combination of these two parentages may be preferable; the original small granular or 
polygonal quartz might have been included and some of them nught have dissolved in the 
host plagioclase making Schwantke’s molecule. In later stage under the lower metamor-
phi:c conditions, the excess Si02 might have exsolved as a sep,arate phase in the plagio,ciase. 
The irrational grain boundary of the quartz and the host minerals might have off erred a 
suitable site for the recrystallization or neocrystallization, thus sometimes resulted in the 
rounded form of the xenocrystic quartz and/or development 0f antiperthite around the 
quartz. 
Biotite 
The biotite of this stage occurs in many charnockitic rocks. It is fine-grained scales 
with deep brown color, generally embedded in plagioclase or K-feldspar but sometimes 
in al the other mafic minerals. The orientation of the biotite has no relationship with 
the host crystals: this is quite distinct in compariso,n to the alteration biotite often occur-
ring along cleavages of the host mafic minerals. Antiperthitic patches of K-feldspar are 
sometimes associated with the biotite (Figs. 5.1 B, C, 5.3). All these features resemble 
0.4 mm 
Figure 5.3. Two stages of biotite 
Fine xenocrystic ,biotite (finely striated) are 
embedded in the poikiroblastic orthopyroxene 
(Op, high relief, stippled), clinopyroxene (Cp, 
high relief) and coarse alteration biotite (Bi, 
roughly striated). Blank area is plagioclase, 
with fine granular quartz inclusions ( q,circle 
by dotted line). Allow 1 indicates trend of the 
banding and foliation and arrow 2 means trend 
of the new S'chistosity (Charnockite, West 
Ongul Island, specimen 68022801 ). 
←－1一一→
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those listed in the xenocrystic quartz mentioned above. The pre-existant biotite of 
probably fine四grained,might have been included as xenocrystics in the polygonal plagio-
clase and very small amount of the biotite might have dissolved in the ho札 Allthe 
compositions of the biotite may be disolvable to a certain amount into the plagioclase in 
a high temperature condition. In the late stage when the metamorphic grade lowered, 
the biotite again enlarged in the host plagioclase. 
In some charnockitic gneisses, fine-to small国grainedflaky biotite, showing both latice 
and dimensional preferred orientation, paralleling the banding structure, is developed. 
The banding structure is composed of aggregate of mafic minerals generaly composed of 
pyroxenes and hornblende, with random lattice pref erred orientations. There would be 
poo,r reason to consider that the stress輔自eldwhich prevailed after the strong annealing of a 
rock, i.e., the structural homogenization of a rock, should often be perpendicular to the 
pre『existantbanding structure; thus, the preferred orientation of the biotite ma;r most rea圃
sonably be explained as a mimetic growth of the pre-recrystallization biotite as mentioned 
in the foregoing chapter (p. 108). Analogous interpretation is demonstrated by MEHNERT 
(1968, p. 78) in explaining folded sillimanite needles embedded in a folded salic band 
composed of structure-less salic aggregates. 
Clinopyroxene 
The clinopyroxene of this episode occurs in many of the basic to intermediate varie四
ties and in some specimens of the acid varieties. The clinopyroxene is fine-to smal-
grained granular and distributed sporadically in various loci of some of the coarser-grained 
host minerals, which are generally orthopyroxene and sometimes clinopyroxene, horn-
blende, and/or plagioclase (Fig. 5.1 A, 5.4). Grain size and xenocryst-like occurrence are 
similar to those of quartz and biotite, and therefore may indicate similar conditions of 
crystallization and synchronous formation of this clinopyroxene with the finかgrained
quartz and biotite. The exsolution parentage of al part of the clinopyroxene as ordinary 
cases is abandoned, the exsolution of clinopyroxene in orthopyroxene generaly occurring 
Figure 5.4. Fine xenocrystic clinopyroxene and 
quartz in the polygonal plagioclase and 
orthopyroxene 
Pl: Plagioclase. Q: Quartz. Bi: Biotite. Cp: 
Clinopyroxene. Op: Orthopyroxene (Ender-
bite, Tゆya,specimen 68032502). 
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along some crystallographic planes. The sporadic occurrence of the clinopyroxene also 
suggests the relic nature. 
If th.e fine-,grained c[ino,pyroxen1e a p1pears・ R:ot as exsolu1tion but as reaction. prod¥lct 
after orthopyroxene or hornblende, the newly grown clinopyroxene may be scattered 
throughout. Because the energetically suitable sites for the nucleation of a new phase 
are considered to be nearly equally distributed among a rock such as at grain boundaries, 
along or peripheries of pre-existing orthorhombic pyroxenes and so on (e.g., SPRY, 1969, 
p. 119, and some examples are found in metamorphic petrography such as HARKER, 1950). 
The clinopyroxene of the present case is not so fine四grainedand hence, if this is a neozome, 
many grains of this mineral are expected to appear homogeneously throughout the thin 
section, eventho,ugh the grain size may be finer~grai:Red. Such cases are found in pre-
vious reports ・on metamorphic petro.graphy ( e必，HARKER,op・. cit.), where the clinopyroxene 
appears later. Thus, the clinopyroxene is considered to be relic against the host crystals. 
i) Second episode of microstructure 
The second episode of microstructure is medium-grained foam texture generally 
explained as a resultant of annealing recrystallization (SMITH, 1964 ). This is exemplified 
by small-to medium田grainedpolygonal plagioclase in almost al the charnockitic rocks. 
K-feldspar, clinopyroxene, and hornblende sometimes occur consisting the similar foam 
texture with the plagioclase. They have smooth, sometimes straight boundaries, and a 
near 120° triple junctio1n angle was s・ome白mesfo・und, althoutb the grain boundary and 
triple junction are often disturbed by later events. The central part of quartz and hy-
persthene are considered to have participated in the construction of the foam texture of 
this episode, although the lobate shape of the quartz or poikiroblastic peripheries of the 
hypersthene may belong to the later microstructure. 
Some aspects of the constituent minerals of this episode are given in the following. 
Plagioclase 
The plagioclase of this episode is the most common and always is a predominating 
mineral. T'he plagioc]ase occurs abundantly in al the specimens examined although 
more ・or less disturbed hy 】aterm~crostriDctures. 'This p[agiociase is predominant in the 
basic to intermediate varieties and poor or lacking in the acid varieties of the charnockitic 
plutonites. 
The plagioclase is polygonal, equant in shape, the grain size ranges from small (0.5 
mm土）to medium (2 mm土）according to specimens from different localities. The grain 
bot1ndary is principally smooth, bilateral, or straight and a triple junction angle of about 
120° was sometimes found (cf. Figs. 4.1, 5.1, and 5.4). 
The grain boundary of these features are disturbed by later growth of lobate quartz, 
overgrowing intergranular hiotite, poikirob1astic hypersthene, and coalescence and grain 
boundary migration of the plagiociase批sel'fw'.hich wiil be mentioned J}ater. The medium-
grained plagioclase is unzoned and dom・inated by the Gorai A-type twins .composed of 
several or many twinned lameilae with compositional planes being generally (010) and 
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combination of (010) and rhombic section. The small圃grainedpolygonal plagioclase 
represents simple twins with only two or three twinned lamellae and has somewhat curved 
grain boundary. This kind of plagioclase occurs throughout many of the charnockitic 
gneisses or in the noritic variety of the charnockitic plutonites. The small plagioclase of 
the noritic variety of the ch.arnockitic plutonite shows distinct reverse-zoning and generally 
shows Gorai-A twin composed of several or less twinned lamellae. These plagioclase 
may, in some part, belong to the first stage microstructure. 
Fine四grainedquartz and biotite of the first episode are often included in the plagioclase 
as mentioned in the previous section, and antiperthitic K-feldspar is often found to 
develop in almost al the medium-grained plagioclase of the charnockitic plutonite except 
in some b,asic vari1eties as mentioned later. 
Invariability in grain size, shape, and their wide distribution throughout the region 
suggest somewhat stable metamorphic conditions overwhelmed, the foam textt1re gener-
ally indicates annealing recrystallization a,s forementioned. 
Orthopyroxene 
The orthopyroxene of this episode generally occurs as medium-to coarse-grained 
crystals with peripheries more or less infiltrating into the grain boundaries of plagioclase 
and clinopyroxene (cf. Figs. 5.1, 5.4). But the central part of this mineral is generalJy not 
poikiroblastic and is distributed at grain boundaries of plagioclase and does not principally 
disturb, the fo,am texture b,ut appears to participate in the construction of the foam tex-
ture. The further details of the periphery of the orthopyroxene will be mentioned later. 
In a medium-grained charnockitic plutonite collected from Utholmen Island, small-
grained, (0.2-0.3 mm) equan;t, and granular orthopyroxene occurs as a constituent of the 
foam texture with plagioclase. Fine-grained granular clinopyroxene and/or biotite are 
sometimes found in both the ploygonal and poikiroblastic orthopyroxene. The periphe-
ries of both minerals are not associated with any other minerals and thus indicating the 
relic nature of these included minerals. Thus the orthopyroxene of this type is considered 
to be synchronous with the small-to medium-grained polygonal plagioclase. Many 
examples of occurrence of orthopyroxene in metamorphic rocks are found (e.g., HARKER, 
1950, p. 53) and this mineral, occurring with plagioclase, is considered to be one of the 
essential mafic minerals in the high grade metamorphic rocks. 
Clinopyroxene 
The clinopyroxene constituting the foam texture occurs in some specimens of the 
basic to intermediate charnockitic plutonites. This clinopyroxene is completely absent 
in the charnockitic gneisses. The clinopyroxene occurs in quantity as a constituent of 
the foam texture with plagioclase and K-feldspar. This is smaller帽grained,equant, and 
scattered throughout. Fine-grained quartz and biotite inclusions were sometimes found. 
The polygonal clinopyroxene is included or disturbed by the infiltration of orthopyroxene 
or the porphyroblastasis of plagioclase. Thus the clinopyroxene of this type is considered 
to be synchronous with the polygonal plagioclase. 
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Ho1ゆlende
The hornblende constituting foam texture occurs i:n some nor1tic varieties of the 
charnockitic piutonites in which clinopyroxene is absen1仁 Inthese rocks, small-or 
medium四grainedhornblende shows foam texture with the plagioclase and orthopyroxene. 
Where the polygonal clinopyroxene coexists in a same specimen, it is generally sur-
rounded by hornblende. Distribution of hornblende and clinopyroxene in many speci-
mens (cf. Tab]e 4.1) indicates the incompartibility nature of these two minerals. Some 
polygonal hornblende might have appeared in place of pyroxene in wet, or the SiOz 
deficient conditions, but some other polygonal hornblende and lobate hornblende might 
have altered from clinopyroxene in the later period by the addition of H20. Associa-
tion of free quartz with the hornblende may be an indicator of the latter parentage. 
Some of the sma]l-grained polygonar hornblende were found to be included in a 
coarser圃grainedhypersthene or plagioclase. 
Thus the polygonal hornblende is synchronous with the polygonal plagioclase. 
Poikiroblastic plagioclase, orthopyroxene and hornblende sometimes disturb the texture. 
The hornblende of this type may be a derivation from or in change of the clinopyroxene. 
ii) Third episode of microstructure 
The third episode is the coarsening of grain size. Poikiroblastic orthopyroxene and 
medium-to coarse-grained plagioclase are the most characteristic and al the other major 
constituent minerals also become coarser-gJrained, altho11・gh the clinopyro~ene generally 
decreases and instead, hornblende increases in many cases. 
In some specimens of the charnockitic variety occurring generally adjacent to the 
garnet-biotite gneiss, coarse-grained garnet and clinopyroxene along with quartz develops 
sporadically, and the pre-existant orthopyroxene appears to become・ unstable and de-
creases in amount or disappears. 
Plagioclase 
Coalescence of the polygonal plagioclase is mainly found in many charnockitic plu-
tonites of the central Soya Coast. Medium-to coarse-grained plagioclase is sporadically 
fou1nd in the enderbitic variety; size, shape, .and internal structnr・e (twin) of this plagioclase 
indicate coalescence parentage after small-grained polygonal plagioclase (Fig. 5.5). 
The medium圃 tocoarse-grained plagioclase with a lobate periphery abundantly found 
in the charnockitic variety may also be of the coalescing origin; reaction between quartz, 
K-feldspar, or new crystals O・f plagioclase in the later stage might have made the periphery 
irregular and the identification of the coalescing effect di伍cult(cf. Fig. 5.1.C). Anti圃
perthite might have appeared around this episode, the antiperthitic K-feldspar is most 
dominant in the coalesced plagioclase, and is lacking in the small-granular plagioclase 
(Fig. 5.6). 
Ort ho似γoぉene,.c~ぬo抑γoぉe抗e, and hornblende 
Medium-to coarse-grained orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and hornblende also come 
to be found in the enderbitic and charnockitic varieties (Fig. 5.7). These minerals 
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A. Medium. plagioclase is as yet heterogeneous in shape and texture, indicating coa・
lescence origin. Striped or po片gonal:Plagioclase. Equa,nt polygonal grain at the 
right,: quartz. Striated; Biotite. High relief: Orthopyroxene (N orite, West Ongul 
Island, specimen 08032302). 
B. C0aleseence of k圃feldspaF. T1he distribution of perthite lamellae indicates that this 
medi:um.-gramed K-fel:dspar grain was once consisted of isolated four polygonal small 
graines (th.e central a~ea might have been converted from plagioclase), although the 
three estimated polygoaa1 graines show the complete optie contineity and no boundary 
line is f0und. 011~y the left 1owe'r b10ck show slightly iaclined extinction and a faint 
bol!lmdary li'ne is found between the right bl0cks ( Charnook,i臼， WestOngul Island, 
specimen 68021506). 
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Figure 5ふ Perthiteand antiperthite 
The perthite and antiperthite is dominant 
in the larger fgrains than in the smaller 
grains. A: Coarser antiperthitic plagioclase. 
B: Coarser-grained microperthitic K-feld-
sp釘・ C: Small polygonal antiperthite・free
plagioclase. D : Small polygonal cηpto・
perthitic K-feldspar. E: Quartz (Sye凶te,
West Ong,ul Island, specimen 68040106). 
Figure 5.7. Homblende-orthopyroxene-plagio-
clase relationships 
－． 
Hornblende (high relief with cleavages and 
without dott) is included in plagioclase 
(striped, marked as Pl)-orthopyro玄ene(high 
relief with dotts, marked as Op) assemblage. 
Ap: Apatite. Solid: Opaque mineral 
( Charnockite, West Ongul Island, specimen 
68022409). 
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include the small polygonal plagioclase, as well as fine-to small-grained mafic minerals, 
but no time relationship between the coalesced plagioclase is detected. 
Transformation of the clinopyroxene to hornblende is sometimes observed, which 
may indicate the longer crystallization period of the hornblende in some specimens than 
clinopyroxene, although in many spe.cimens, :hne-to smal1l-grained granular to po】ygonal
hornblende of the first microstructural episode is found to be included in the clinopyroxene. 
iv) Fourth episode of microstructure 
Microstructure of this episode is inequigranular lobate characterized by fine-grained 
aggregate of the granitic mineral assemblage proba'bly showing anatectic facies, and 
porphyroblastic microclinic K-feldspar and quartz, along with alteration biotite. Meso-
perthite and sepぽ atio.nof two isolated phases of each f e1d叩・arsmay belong to this ,episode, 
probably of the earlier time. 
Fine-grained granitic aggregate 
This aggregate occurs only in the acid varieties of the charnockitic rocks and is 
sporadic throughou七theregion. Where the charnockitic rocks are thinly banded, the 
aggregate occurs only in the acid band. 
The aggregate is composed of fine granular myrmekitic plagioclase, quartz, and K-
feldspar, often associated with fine biotite. Bands of this aggregate about 0.05 mm wide 
are distributed in a network, continued between the intergranular loci, but sometimes 
penetrating or traversing the coarser crystal grains (Fig. 5.8). 
The restriction of the aggregate in the acid facies and the association of biotite are 
conformable with many experiments on the melting and crystallization of the granitic 
materials (e.g., LUTH, 1976, p. 395-404 ). Thus the fine granitic aggregate appears to 
be a product of anatexis followed by crystallization. 
Porphyroblastic quartz and kてfeld.φar
The porphyroblastic quartz and k恒feldsparoccuF in the acid varieties of the char四
nockitic rocks throughout the region. They are often very coarse-grained (10-20 mm, 
but some elongate quartz attain as long as over 50 mm) (Fig. 5.9 B). 
The porphyroblastics develop over almost al the other minerals except the alteration 
biotite; but in the incipient stage of the porphyroblastasis, the new small to medium 
grains take place at the graim boundari!郎 、. 'fhe salic minerals ef this stage a~e ・generally 
dimensionally elongated, usually parallel with the foliation. This may be due to the 
porphyroblastasis coalescing or overgrowing pre-existant salic minerals of the similar 
composition which were distributed along the foliation. 
The quartz and K-feldspar both grow anomalously larger (some tens of millimeters) 
in one thin section, but they never occur in adjacent; where the quartz enlarges, K-feldspar 
and plagioclase appear to become decreased and disappeared, and vice versa. Porphyro・
olastic K-feldspar is often microclinic in appearance. Mesoperthitic coarse-grained 
plagioclase is sometimes found, the k圃feldsparphase of the mesoperthite appears to 
continue outside the plagioclase and form a separate K-feldspar grain. Polysynthetic 
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Figuce 5.8. Fine granitic aggregates 
Fine granitic aggregates (A, stippled) developed network throughout the rock. Mirmeki-
tization of plagioclase shows similar distributional characteristics (B, upper left) (Biotite 
granitic gneiss in charnockite, Yomogiri Zima, southern Soya Coast, specimen Y69100802). 
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Figure 5. 9. Porp1hyr0bilastasrus of the fourth ep1isode of microstructure 
A. Porphyroblastic alteration biotite on orthopyroxene. 
Striated: Biotite. High relief with dotts: Orthop,yroocene. So1li1d: ・Op.・aq1ue ,mineral. 
Blank (q): Quartz. Striped: Plagioclase. Dotted: K-feldspar (Charnockite, Teゆya,
specimen 68032504). 
B. Porphyroblastic quartz. Very coarse porphyroblastic quartz (blank, with q-mark) 
develops over the aggregates of small polygonal plagioclase (striped). Lobation of 
the original straig1ht grain boundary of the plagioclase is seen. (Enderbite, Te内ra,
specimen 68032509). 
Bi 
0.2 mim 
Figure 5.10. Development of myrmekite 
Myrmekite develops in plaigi0clase (Pl-i) in contact with the elon1gate poil・
phyroblastic K-feldspa:r, where the polysynthetic albite twin of the plagioclase 
fades out. Pl-2: Plagioclase without myrmekite and with distinct poly-
synthetic al bite twin. Kf: K-feidspar. Bi: Biotite (Biotite gneissose granite, 
Berrodden Point, specimen Y69100903). 
twinning of the plagioclase is well preserved in this stage. Myrmekite develops in the 
plagioc]ase in contact with the miα·，oc~訂正［c K-f e[dspar; the rn);yrme,kit化 plagiocfaseloses 
the polysynthetic twinning (Fig. 5.10). 
Alteration biotite 
The alteration biotite occurs in many charnockitic rocks thro1ugho1Yt the reg.ion. 
Not only acid varieties but also basic variety sometimes subjected to this mineralization. 
This biotite generally shows di:mensぬ1naland ~attice p)ref etved O;rientatiion paraufiel~ng 
the banding structure, but a distinct discordancy to the banding or foliation structure is 
als・@ a gene・ral case. 
The biotite is generally coarse-grained, often represents wormy morphology with 
quartz （“my1nmekitic h1io出e”)i,a~terin.g pre-exis・tant pyroxenes, hor,nolende, or 1garnet 
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Figure 5 .11. Timing of the microstructure in relation to occurrence 
Arrows indicate the observed time relationsh~ps (head is younger than root), and tie 
』inewithout an allow indicates simultaneous growth. Abbreviations are as follows; 
c: Coarse-grained. f: Fine-grained. m: Medium-grained. m-c: Medium-to coarse-
grained. coalesc: Coalescent. po-bl: Porphyroblastic. poik: Poikiroblastic. polyg: 
Polygonal. Abbreviations of minerals are same as in Table 2.3. 
σig,s.、5.J,5.9 A). This bioti伐 ap1pearsto protrude into the coarse plagioclase, one of 
which is mesoperthitic (cf. Fig. 5.9. A); but the association of some mafic minerals in 
contact with the biotite as a source of the femic elements is always the case. 
microstructural development of the 
Petrogenesis of the charnockites in the region around Liitzow-Holmbukta 
Fig. 5.11. 
Summarizing al the descriptions above, the 
charnockitic plutonites is diagramatically shown in 
VI. 
Relationships among the charnockitic gneisses, charnockitic plutonites, and charno岨
ckitic pegmatites 
The charnockitic plutonites exhibit compositional varieties from basic to acid, asso-
ciated with microstructural changes from small-to coarse-grained. Al the charnocl玉itic
gneisses are acid in composition, but small-grained. Referring to the microstructural 
development exhibited in the charnockitic plutonites, the microstructure of the charnock-
itic g,neisses lack the third episode and are indistinct in the fourth episode. The third 
and the fourth episodes of microstructure are considered to be very much extensive in 
the charnockitic pegmatites although detailed data are insu伍cient.
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These facts and considerations indicate that the charnockitic gneisses remained as 
metamorphites, while charnockitic plutonites proceeded to the plutonites, and the char-
nockitic pegmatite further proceeded to the pegmatites; thus these three groups of the 
charnockitic rocks are in the chronologic and genetic relationships. The compositional 
variation of the charnock抗icplutonites may be a reflection of the reaction between the 
charnockite and the interlayered metabasites during the plutonization. 
i) Metamorphic conditions of each microstructural episodes 
Fiγst episode 
The first episode is considered to be intermediate to high grade conditions judging 
from the mineral association as quartz, biotite, clinopyroxene, garnet, and hornblende. 
High-pressure granulite .conditions (GREEN and RINGWOOD, 1967) or at least, a somewhat 
higher pressure condition than the second episode, is considered possible, judging from 
the relic occurrence 01f both clinopyroxene and garnet being included in and therefore 
suggesting the transformation into orthopyroxene and plagioclase. Dominance of relic 
quartz and scarcity of xenocrystic plagioclase are also profitable for this assumption, 
although low alumina contents of the xenocrystic clinopyroxene are in contradiction to it 
(cf. p. 127). 
Fine biotite of this episode is arranged parallel to the thin banding and foliation, 
indicating predominance of directed stress field du.Fing this microstructural episode. 
Second episode 
Granoblastic plagioclase and both rhombic and monoclinic pyroxenes are the typo-
morphics o・f this episode along with K-feldspar and hornblende. Biotite existed stable or 
metastable during this episode. Occurrence of garnet-sillimanite-K圃feldsparassemblage 
in paragneisses, absence o,f co吋ieriteand olivin in al rocks may als.o be a valuable data. 
These mineral assemblages indicate granulite facies conditions, especially of the inter-
mediate pressure granulites of GREEN and RINGWOOD (op.cit.) as mentioned in chapter 2. 
Thijγd episode 
Coalescence of plagioclase and enlargement of orthopyroxene are the prevailing 
events along with the enlargement of K-feldspar and hornblende. 
In some specimens of metabasites and charnockites, coarse clinopyroxene and garnet 
appear in ass・ociation with quartz. This ~s pro,hably slightly later but is considered to be 
around this episode. These may indicate somewhat different metamorphic conditions 
from the second episode mentioned above. 
The earlier coalescence may, to some extent, be a continuation of the second episode. 
The latter garnet and clinopyroxene are either the typomorphics of this episode or in-
cluded in the next episode, somewhat higher pressure conditions appear probable. But 
further detailed investigations on field and microstructure concerning the appearance of 
the latter assemblage are needed. 
Fourth episode 
Acid plagioclase, quartz, K圃feldspar,and biotite are the typomorphic minerals. These 
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indicate the intermediate conditions with su伍cientH20. Sporadic development of the 
fine granitic aggregates in some granitic gneisses may indicate the association of the ana-
texis during this episode. 
ii) Time relatio,nships between the tectonics and the microstructures of the charnockitic 
rocks 
The second microstructural episode is characterized by a post-tectonic annealing over 
both foliation and thin banding (p. 101, 136), the foliation being referred to the isoclinal 
folds and the banding to the recumbent folds of D1 stage (p. 101, 102). Thus the second 
microstructure postdates the D1 tectonics. 
Schistosity made mainly of the dimensional preferred orientation of biotite, paral-
leling the axial piane of D2 fold is referred to tne fourth episode of microstructure, which 
is characterized by development of porphyroblastasis of salic minerals and alteration bio圃
tite (p. 108). 
The second and the third microstructure, therefore, are thus settled between the D1 
and the D2 tectonic stages. 
The first microstructural episode, fine granular xenocrystics in the polygonal plagio帽
clase, is a matter of interest. Fine biotite paralleling the banding may provide an 
estimation of this microstructural episode to be accompanied with the recumbent foldings 
of the D1 stage (cf. p. 108). 
The t"e~ation betweem the tectonics and m化rostructuresof th・e charnockitic rocks are 
summarized in a table (cf. Table 6.1). 
iv) Petrogenesis of charnockites in the tectonic-metamorph1ic sequence of the region 
around Ltitzow-Holmbukta 
Summarizing the previous two sections ,of this chapter, the petrogenesis of the char圃
nockitic rocks in the tectonic-metamorphic sequence of the region around Ltitzow圃Holm-
bukta has come to be clar泊ed.
The charnockitic rocks were formed metamorphically from some definite horizons 
of the Ltitzow-Ho1lm Bay system, in some earlier tect0nic and metamorphic stages and 
subjected to the later tectonics and metamorphisms. 
The total scope of tectonic and microstructural evolution of the charnockitic rocks is 
shown in Table 6.1. 
VII. Summary and future studies 
i) Summary 
A. The crystalline rocks occurring in the region around Lutzow-Holmbukta consist of 
three lithostratigraphic groups. They are the Skallen group, mainly composed of char-
nockites, siliceous gneiss, and marble; the Ongul group, mainly composed of charnockites 
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and garnet田biotitegneiss; and the Okuiwa group, mainly composed of pink granites and 
granitic gneisses. These three groups comprise the Lutzow Holm Bay system. 
B. General petrography of the rocks around Lutzow圃Holmbuktaare described. They 
are classed into the paragneisses and allied rocks, the charnockitic rocks, and the pink 
granites. The paragneisses are composed of the granulite facies gneisses (mainly garnet 
gneiss) and the amphibolite facies gneisses (mainly granitic gneisses). 61 chemical analyses 
of rocks including some new data are compiled, and graphical examinations indicate that 
al these rocks closely resemble the metamorphic rocks from world’s continental shields 
(MEHNERT, 1968), and that the charnockitic rocks and many of tl1e paragneisses and 
allied rocks belong to the intermediate pressure granulites of GREEN and RINGWOOD 
(1967). 
C. The Lutzow輔Ho~m Bay system suffered superposed tectonic events as follows. 
The first stage tectonics (D1) consisting of earlier recumbent folds and later isolcinal 
folds, the axes of both folds run south, southwest, to west, paralleling the coastal line of 
the Lutzow-Holmbukta, the second stage tectonics (D2) consisting of close to open folds 
with axes trending near east, the third stage tectonics (D3) consisting of gentle folds with 
axes trending north or east, often associated with faults running north, and the fourth 
stage tectonics (D 4)consisting of diagonal set of shear fractures with acute bisectrix 
being in east direction. 
D. The location of the region around Lutzow圃Holmbuktain the Gondwana supercon-
ti.nent in earlier times than Mesozoic era is estimated to be around the southern ter圃
minus of the Peninsular India, the estimation being conformable to the reconstruction 
by SMITH and HALLAM (1970). 
E. The tectonic and microstructural investigations of the charnockitic rocks revealed 
four microstructural episodes as follows. The first episode is fine-grained granular, 
characterized by clinopyroxene, quartz, and biotite (and sporadic garnet); the second 
episode is small-grained polygonal, characterized by plagioclase and ortho-and clino-
pyroxenes; the third episod,e is coarse-grained coalescent, characterized by plagioclase, 
orthopyroxene, and hornblende; the fourth episode is inequigranular lobate, character-
ized by porphyroblastic quartz, K同feldspar,and alteration biotite, and五negranitic 
aggregates. 
F. The microstructural episodes are referred to the tectonic events, and consequently, 
metamorphism and plutonism are correlated with them. Thus the five tectonic-plutono司
metamorphic events were obtained as fallows. 
The first events are composed of D1 tectonics associated with the first microstructural 
episode. A high grade of metamorphism prevailed during these events. The confining 
pressure of the metamorphism is considered probably higher than that of the metamor四
phism of the second events; possibility of referring to the hig・h-pressure宮ranulitesof 
GREEN and RINGWOOD (1967) was pointed out. The second events are composed of the 
second and third episodes of microstructure. MetamoFphism of the intermediate pres-
sure granulites prevailed, and many parts of the metamorphic rocks and charnockitic rocks 
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were formed during these events. The third events are composed of D2 tectonics associ-
ated with a part of the fourth episode of microstructure. Amphibolite facies metamor圃
phism prevailed and al the granitic gneisses were formed during these events. The 
fourth events are composed of D3 tectonics associated with the emplacement of the 
pink granites. The fifth events are composed of D4 tectonics, with association of no 
metamorphic or plutonic events. 
G. Chemical analyses of several perthites and pyroxenes concerning microstructures 
were presented with somewhat interesting results, although systematic analyses and 
discussions are left for the future studies. 
H. The problems arose from the present study and left for the future studies are pointed 
out with some comments. 
i) Future studies 
The problems arose from the present study for the future investigations are as follows. 
A. The possibility of the pre”D1 tectonics as pointed out by YosHIDA (1977) was im-
possible to be clalified i.n this article. More precise field and laboratory works are needed 
on this problem. 
B. The estimated granitic rocks in synchronous with the isoclinal folds sould be care-
fully examined, along with the possibility of the charnockitic rocks to take the place of 
the granitic rocks. The time span of the postposition of the annealing recrystallization 
to the development of foliation is a key problem; the so-called annealing texture can 
occur even in a single dynamo四thermalevent, provided, e.g., that the thermal e鉦ectpro-
longed sl増加~y until after the completion of the deformation. 
C. Microstructural observations later than the third episode are not su伍cientand stil 
more systematic works are needed, especially on the timing of the garnet-clinopyroxene 
assemblage (p. 138, 144). 
D. Systematic chemical analyses of rocks, and of minerals concerning occurrence have 
come to be necessary. The first microstructural episode is quite a matter of interest, in 
that, it may provide an earlier or pre-existant episode than that of the charnockite forma-
tion. Investigations on chemistry of pyroxenes may be especially valuable because the 
change in composition of pyroxenes in relation to both chemical and physical environments 
have come to be investigated (e.g., KusHIRO, 1960, YAGI and ONUMA, 1967, GREEN and 
RINGWOOD, 1967, WAGNER and CRAWFORD, 1975, WILSON, 1976). 
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